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A Plea: Leave Your Phone At      

Home Today 

I was once walking down the road with a colleague, when           

suddenly they screamed, I mean SCREAMED! I asked        

what was up and they replied, panicked, saying “I’ve lost          

my phone” . “Have you checked your pockets?” I asked.         

After a very quick pat down on their jeans, they found the            

phone. “Phew, that was close”. 

 

The iPhone was launched in 2007. It triggered a race          

towards smartphone adoption that has meant that in just         

over a decade we have become dependent on it for so           

many things. I use it for my maps (in the process           

damaging my sense of direction), I use it for all my           

banking, I use it as a notebook, as a calendar, as a            

dictionary, as a camera, as a meditation teacher, as a          

walkman, as a radio, as a foreign language        

phrasebook...etc. I use it for everything. 

 

I was recently going out for dinner with some colleagues          

and in my ongoing quest to divorce myself from my          

phone, I commented that I would leave it in the hotel           
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room tonight and not take it out to dinner. One colleague           

said: “Ooh. I couldn’t do that. I’d be lost without my           

phone.” This isn’t mild reliance or dependency, this is an          

addiction. Have you ever felt that phantom vibration in         

your pocket, where you wrongly think your phone is         

buzzing? That’s addiction. That’s suffering from      

withdrawal symptoms. It’s like not having had a smoke         

for a few hours. We are chemically addicted to products          

that have only been in the world for 10 years and it’s time             

to do something about it. 

 

So imagine a different day… Imagine you left your phone          

at home. Imagine that you won’t even look at it today.           

You might wake up and let your thoughts take you to your            

next task, perhaps you’d even get a few extra minutes of           

mental relaxation, rather than checking your inbox as        

soon as your eyes open. You might enjoy your shower,          

and let your mind wander, rather than thinking about the          

emails you saw when you woke up that you ‘need’ to sort            

out later. You might then have breakfast and simply enjoy          

the taste of the food in your mouth, rather than checking           

the news. Over breakfast you might have a lovely         

conversation with your family or friends. If you commute         

to work, you might do some people watching, or notice          

the mesmerising sounds of the tube station or the         
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bustling city. You might notice an amazing busker that         

you normally walk past because you’re on your phone.         

You might speak to a stranger, or you might simply enjoy           

YOUR own thoughts, not driven by the algorithm. You         

might read a paper book, perhaps a novel. At work, you           

might be more focused and get a greater sense of reward.           

In the evening when you get home you might hear about           

your children’s day, instead of saying something like:        

“Just give me a second, I just NEED to check something”.           

After dinner, you might make love with your partner and          

instead of both turning your backs to each other by          

rolling over to your bedside tables to check your phones          

soon after your orgasm (the modern version of a cigarette          

after sex), you might hold each other, or chat. Before bed,           

you might read, or rest and your dreams will be YOUR           

dreams.. 

 

Ask yourself these questions: 

How often do you check your phone without consciously         

deciding to? When you do check it, how many times do           

you end up doing something totally different? Try to         

achieve a moment of mindfulness and ask you yourself:         

How do you normally feel during or after you’ve checked          

your phone? I bet you won’t say ‘calm and joyful’. Ask           

yourself: How many times have you been distracted from         
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your present company or even fully ignored somebody to         

check your phone? 

 

These machines have brought us comforts, yes, but we         

didn’t need them before so we probably don’t need them          

as much as we think we do now. So try going back 10             

years. Try leaving your phone at home today. You might          

even reclaim your day. You might reclaim your mind. You          

might find purpose in having the day that you chose to           

have. The people around you might benefit from having         

you back. 

 

The average person checks their phones over 200 times         

per day and spends more than 3 hours a day staring into            

its screen. 3 hours per day! That’s 1/5th of the day! What            

could you do with those 3 hours? Think of the most           

important people in your life, how could they benefit         

from you getting a big chunk of those 3 hours back? 

 

I urge you to find out. 

 

Leave your phone at home today.  
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This Short Book 

This text is a departure from my normal principles when          

writing. I tend to try leaving readers with ideas,         

opportunities, options and hope. I’ve decided, however,       

that this time, I just couldn’t resist a rant. With          

democracy (in my previous book, Democracy Squared), I        

felt the topic was being discussed amply (just not using          

first principles thinking) and that my thoughts regarding        

the problems were in fine-keeping with a predominant        

negativity bias (particularly by the media), so I could         

move on to the opportunities that lay ahead. This is          

different. Here I think the conversation about the        

problem is either too fragmented or not understood        

deeply enough. By ‘deeply’ I don’t necessarily mean        

intellectually, but rather I mean that most people I know          

and talk to don’t quite feel the gravity of the situation. If I             

say ‘smartphone addiction’ or ‘social media addiction’ you        

might think I’m being dramatic, and that’s why I think          

this isn’t understood deeply enough. Because I will try to          

show you here that it is genuinely an addiction and one           

that has been designed intentionally. 
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So I don’t feel ready to present the opportunities that are           

available yet, or at least not present them as ‘the’ solution.           

I will share some avenues for hope towards the end of this            

book, and my subscribers will benefit from short more         

practical works to help them manage this. But this book          

largely aims to make the problem very clear and to give it            

the importance it deserves. As I’ve stated in previous         

recordings and writings, I try to think according to the          

notion of ‘Opti-Realism’ coined by the French positive        

psychologist Jacques Lecomte which means ‘to discuss       

something with an optimism grounded in reality’.       

Perhaps I’ve taken the realist part too seriously here and          

written a slightly despairing piece, packaged with a dark         

front cover. It will definitely speak to the cynics or          

pessimists amongst you. And to the optimists, I hope it          

might help you take the problem we’re facing more         

seriously, or to see the extent to which it is affecting our            

personal lives. My hope, is to create a ‘burning platform’          

for us to reconsider our relationship with technology. 

 

This book is also quite short. I’m playing and learning          

what my preferred style and format are. I find blogs too           

short and transient to say much of much importance; and          

long books come to me too slowly amongst the other          

areas of my work which often have to take precedent. As I            
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look for formats which work for me this mini-book         

format (which I first experimented with in Tales of Cool          

Companies). I hope this will also suit many people’s low          

attention span. It is perhaps best balanced with my         

long-form conversations on The How Might We Podcast. 

 

You can get updates on releases like this one and others,           

by subscribing to my newsletter on my website. You can          

also get subscriber only content to supplement this work.         

Find out more or get in touch by visiting         

http://jonbarnes.me 

 

Until then, please revel in my short rant about         

tech-monopolies and unethical addictive design practices.  
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Introduction 

This year, I was lucky enough to contribute to a couple of            

debates at the How The Light Gets In Philosophy         

Festival, as a part of the famous annual literary         

celebration in Hay-on-Wye, UK. One of those debates was         

entitled “The Darkest Dictator: Orwell vs Huxley”. I’m        

very far from an expert on either author but I took the            

invitation to the topic as more of a metaphorical device to           

trigger a discussion about types of dictatorship: about a         

choice between knowing and unknowing servitude.  

 

In Nineteen Eighty-Four, Orwell created Oceania, a       

superstate which used fear, party propaganda and       

incredibly visible forms of surveillance. “The Party”, led        

by “Big Brother”, makes use of this surveillance as well as           

other known forms of oppression such as the “thought         

police” to keep people in check and to rule as          

authoritarians. 

 

In Brave New World, Huxley imagines a World State         

which uses a drug called Soma along subliminal        

techniques like sleep-learning in order to amuse the        

masses into submission. When he later revisited the        
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novel, he believed that this vision was coming true faster          

than he had thought. Something he felt was in danger of           

creating a situation where we would live in a totalitarian          

regime dressed in democracy’s clothes. Is it democracy if         

the will of the people, was made the will of the people by             

the will of its leaders? Is it freedom to think we have            

freedom simply because we don’t see the strings guiding         

our thoughts and actions? 

 

I found out recently, that it turns out that when at school,            

George Orwell was briefly taught French by non other         

than Aldous Huxley. After the publication of Nineteen        

Eighty-Four, Orwell had his publishers send his old        

teacher a copy of his new book to which Huxley          

responded with both gratitude (namely for the       

importance of the book) and mild disagreement, with a         

letter which concludes as follows: 

“Within the next generation I believe that the world’s         

rulers will discover that infant conditioning and       

narco-hypnosis are more efficient, as instruments of       

government, than clubs and prisons, and that the lust for          

power can be just as completely satisfied by suggesting         

people into loving their servitude as by flogging and         

kicking them into obedience.” 
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Huxley apparently described Brave New World, not as a         

dystopian novel, but a “negative utopia”. A utopia in that          

it feels good, negative because like many drugs, it feeling          

good doesn’t make it so. 

 

I approached the debate seeing choosing Huxley or        

Orwell as a bit of a dead-end and instead to ask the            

audience: ‘are we experiencing one or the other (or both)          

right now?’. I will let you decide which ‘we’ you feel           

concerned by. Who, indeed, is ‘we’? Which of our         

multiplicity of ‘we’s might we tap into? The ‘we’ in the           

west, might find a different answer to the ‘we’ in the east.            

The ‘we’ in the U.S. or UK may find a different answer to             

the ‘we’ in Nicaragua. Or perhaps not entirely. 

 

Indeed, both Orwell and Huxley’s cases of dictatorship        

include many topics that are clearly visible in our lives          

today. Topics like nationalism, censorship, and      

surveillance come easily to mind. But what of the         

elements of potential unknown servitude? The unknown       

unknowns. Of course, by its very definition, we don’t         

know if we are experiencing unknown servitude. But in         

this rant, I would like to suggest we look at our lives            

through this lens. That we consider how the technological         

advancements of our times have given us such comforts         
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in comparison to past generations; that small step by         

small step, we have slipped into such a comfortable         

situation of what is most definitely unfreedom. That we         

have ticked the ‘I agree’ button in the T&Cs of app           

upgrades too many times, and we now no longer hold our           

freedom. That if we look closely, we have all the          

information we need to know that we do in fact live in            

loving servitude. It seemed through the years, that        

Huxley grew a deep interest in the fields of         

psycho-analysis, hypnotism, mesmerism. That he     

believed that perhaps the inner workings of our minds         

could be manipulated. What would he think today when         

he sees “Persuasive Technology” so ingrained in our daily         

lives? 

 

It seems to me, that we humans always seem to look for            

places to pin our trust, with some working better than          

others. Pinning our trust near home seems to make sense.          

By placing it in friends, family, local communities it         

would seem that trust will reliably turn into resilience.         

However, we often outsource our trust not to more         

distributed and direct relationships like our friendships,       

but to kings, emperors, gods and eventually governments        

and corporations. With the worlds of government       

institutions and politics seemingly being deficient of any        
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kind of hopeful organising vision for the future of         

humanity, it seems many of us have re-allocated our trust          

tokens to brands whose technologies give us a taxi driver          

at the tap of a button, or does our shopping for us, or             

delivers us tasty takeaways, and even promises in the         

future to cure cancer and offer us immortality. The         

promise of life extension as an example, is an interesting          

conversation, and for obvious reasons, it’s something that        

can argued pretty favourably, but if the technology is         

owned by a few mega-wealthy corporations, you could        

also argue that we may simply live longer lives of “loving           

servitude”. 

 

The result of our recent re-allocation of trust tokens         

towards massive tech companies is that each time we got          

given one of these nice new comforts, we gave away too           

much, to the extent of giving up our identities (literally as           

we will see). We have even let them into our minds, where            

they decide what we decide, and in doing so, we have           

allowed them to shape who we are. This reminds me of           

the famous Chinese proverb that goes: 

 

Be careful of your thoughts, for they may become your          

words. 
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Be careful of your words, for they may become your          

actions. 

Be careful of your actions, for they may become your          

habits. 

Be careful of your habits, for they may become your          

character. 

Be careful of your character, for your character may         

become your destiny. 

- Chinese proverb, author unknown 

 

In the context of what we are discussing here, I argue that            

in our drive towards progress we have handed the         

steering wheel to the most powerful people of all time and           

that they are using money, political power, powerful        

technology and extreme psychological manipulation to a       

devastating effect. In this short book I will attempt to          

explain all of these elements, in the hope it generates          

sufficient unpleasant sensations for us to seek       

alternatives and take action. As I said, this might be not           

be a feel-good read. 
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Powerful Companies 

The sad story of Nikola Tesla 

A few years ago, I flew to Serbia to speak at a conference.             

I landed in Belgrade's Nikola Tesla Airport the evening         

before my session and as the plane hit the runway, I did            

what I always do, I took my phone off airplane mode.           

Isn’t it a funny quirk of our connected age that the first            

thing we tend to do when we land in a new country is to              

check our phones in case we’ve ‘missed’ anything?! The         

feeling isn’t too dissimilar to holding your head under         

water for a long time and finally coming up for air. I guess             

we feel like we’re starved for connection. 

 

This time, however, rather than checking Instagram or        

Gmail, the first thing I did was to open Wikipedia and           

check who Nikola Tesla was. I knew only a little bit about            

him and as I read through the article I became more and            

more confused as to how his popularity was so inferior to           

the impact he’d had on the world, especially in         

comparison to the big figures in physics like Einstein or          

Edison. I learnt that he invented alternating current,        

something that runs in the background of almost        
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everybody’s lives, making it possible for us to have kettles          

and lights and our precious digital devices. I learnt that          

he moved to New York from Belgrade determined to meet          

his hero Thomas Edison to pitch him this big idea. I           

learnt that Edison wasn’t all that receptive and that it          

took the support of another businessman, George       

Westinghouse, for Tesla’s vision of alternating currents to        

become a success. I learned that Tesla experimented with         

early forms of X-ray imaging and wireless electricity        

(which earned him a reputation as a kook). Finally, I          

found out that like many geniuses, Tesla had his         

eccentricities. He claimed to not sleep more than 2 hours          

per night, he believed in aliens, and he had a penchant for            

being theatrical when showing off his ‘magic' to the         

world. 

 

The conference started the following evening. After my        

part was done, I relaxed and enjoyed the conference. One          

talk that has stayed in my mind since was by a Serbian            

professor. During the talk, he showed a video. It was a           

scene from the 1980 film The Secrets of Nikola Tesla . In           

the scene, Tesla, is called to an urgent meeting with          

famous financier JP Morgan who is threatening to        

withdraw funding from the famous Wardenclyffe Tower       

project, which had the ambition of transmitting messages        
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wirelessly (he was beaten to this feat by an Italian          

inventor, Marconi, who later lost a lawsuit for patent         

infringement, meaning Nikola Tesla is considered by       

many to be the true inventor of radio transmission).         

Tesla, as always, is well turned out, with a stiff wing tip            

collar and slick coat tails following him into Morgan’s         

bedroom (yes, bedroom). Tesla is anxious, worried about        

losing his funding and not being able to continue his          

project. So thinking on the spot, he presents Morgan with          

his big sketch pad and proceeds to take him through his           

vision for the future.  

 

Morgan, still in bed, puts his thick-rimmed reading        

glasses on and listens as the Serbian inventor explains         

that the new sources of energy being developed,        

specifically the advent of nuclear energy, are “created by         

destroying natural elements.” He explains further by       

saying "that is a serious crime against nature and one          

day it is going to bring on a catastrophe. The world is at             

a crossroads right now. And if we pass up this chance we            

shall be held responsible by future generations.” 

 

Morgan is confused. “Chance? Chance for what?” he        

asks. Tesla explains: "We send energy, all energy to the          

outer shell of the earth, the ionosphere. Energy from the          
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sea, the wind. Energy from the sun. We no longer need           

to burn or destroy anything. We simply take what         

already exists and put it to our use in unlimited          

quantities.”  

 

The film flicks to shots of Tesla's sketchbook which         

include drawings of energy towers transmitting energy to        

flying objects and of the sun powering entire buildings.         

After a back and forth, Tesla finishes by saying “power          

will belong to everyone, like the air we breathe.” 

 

Morgan asks Tesla to leave, palming him off by saying he           

needs to look into the numbers. Tesla, in his usual way,           

refuses to shake Morgan’s hand (another quirk of his) and          

instead bows respectfully, exiting the room leaving his        

sketchpad behind. With Tesla out of the room, Morgan,         

speaking partly to himself and partly broadcasting to his         

assistant by his bedside says: “supposing, just supposing        

he isn’t crazy, that man could turn the world upside          

down and stand it on its head.” To which his assistant,           

Adams, responds: “yes, it’s a wonderful prospect.” 

 

Morgan replies harshly, saying: “Wonderful?! Listen, if       

that lunatic can really do what he says he can do, do you             

have any idea what’s gonna happen?… One source of         
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energy, that’s what’s going to happen. Just one. So         

anybody, anybody at all can just stick an antenna up in           

his backyard and we won’t have anything to sell but          

antennas. We’ll be producing the cow and anybody who         

feels like it can milk that cow for free. Well no thank you,             

Mr Tesla, I’m not contributing to that charity." 

 

This is, of course, a theatrical adaptation of a story about           

two heavyweights of the modern world meeting in        

person. One a quirky genius who lacks business nous (a          

shortcoming of Tesla’s that is regularly noted), the other a          

business person and one of the most powerful people in          

the world. The first wanted to spread power, the other          

wanted to hoard it. 

 

This story might be old, but it is unfortunately just as           

relevant today. In many ways we are freer than ever, the           

world is more decentralised than ever, and power is more          

distributed than ever. But the opposite can also be         

argued. To borrow Tesla’s words, I believe that when it          

comes to how power (in all senses of the word) is           

distributed, we are ‘at a crossroads’ and that what we do           

in the next 15 years is hugely important. It is worth asking            

ourselves: Who are the JP Morgan’s of today? Who are          

the people deciding what’s best for us? What hands are          
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invisibly tinkering with how the world works? In order to          

answer these questions, the easiest trick is to ‘follow the          

money’. 

Follow the money 

On Friday 27th October 2017, CNBC published an article         

titled: "The big five tech giants added $181 billion in          

market value on Friday”. Amazon was the biggest winner         

with a gain of $61.7 billion. To give you an idea, Facebook            

gained the least. A measly $22.4 billion. The companies'         

combined market cap (a term referring to the market         

value of a company, calculated by multiplying the share         

price by the number of shares held by investors) rose by           

almost $900 billion in 2017, outperforming the S&P 500.         

This took their individual market caps to: Apple $842         

billion, Alphabet $710 billion, Microsoft $646 billion,       

Amazon $528 billion, Facebook $516 billion. Added up,        

netted out at a total market cap of $3.2 trillion. 

 

Note: Microsoft also reportedly owns 1.6% of Facebook 

 

These numbers are huge. When I checked the S&P 500’s          

Top 10 (Top 10 by Index Weight, 14th Jan 2018), it went: 

1. Apple 
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2. Microsoft 

3. Amazon 

4. Facebook 

5. Berkshire Hathaway 

6. Johnson & Johnson 

7. JP Morgan Chase & Co 

8. Exxon Mobil Corp 

9. Alphabet (Google) 

10.Alphabet (Google) 

 

This means that, compared to other industries,       

Information Technology is first with a 33.4% chunk of         

the pie in the Sector Breakdown and that’s without         

counting Amazon, which is classed as a ‘Consumer        

Discretionary’. The companies have been in a race to be          

the first ever trillion dollar company. A race that Apple          

won later that year. 

 

In short: Tech is the biggest business there is and it is            

dominated by a tiny number of companies 

 

For further context, let’s consider just how young these         

companies are in comparison to their peers. The        

combined age of those tech companies is 138, with the          

oldest company being 42 years old. The combined age of          
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the rest of the Top 10 is 605 with the oldert of them being              

179 years old. Another way of seeing it is that the           

combined age of the tech companies is roughly the same          

as Johnson & Johnson’s age! Hopefully, this gives some         

realisation as to the speed of the big tech companies crazy           

ascent to world domination. 

 

In short: The big tech companies have reached world         

domination insanely quickly. 

 

Ok, for a bit of fun, let’s compare these companies to           

countries because that’s the magnitude we’re talking       

about here. Take Tuvalu, which has the world’s smallest         

national GDP of $32 million. The big 5 tech giants are           

100,000 times its size with their $3.2 trillion market cap.          

Even Facebook at $516 billion is 16,125 times bigger than          

the tiny Polynesian island and its value is more         

comparable to the GDP of Bolivia. All in all, the combined           

$3.2 trillion of the top tech companies compares roughly         

to the GDP of Germany ($3.5 trillion), which is the 4th           

biggest economy in the world. Individually, and even        

more so as a group, the power of these companies is far            

bigger than many countries. This is purely financially        

speaking, but as we will find out, money is just a tiny            
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percentage of where their true power and influence over         

the world lies. 

 

In short: The big tech companies, don’t just dominate         

other companies, they dominate many countries too. 

 

So, it comes as no surprise that the founders of these           

companies are also extremely rich. In fact, the tables         

aren't too dissimilar to the rankings of their companies.         

The Forbes 2017 Rich List comes out as follows: 

 

1. Jeff Bezos $112 billion (Amazon) 

2. Bill Gates $90 billion (Microsoft) 

3. Warren Buffet $84 billion (Berkshire Hathaway) 

4. Bernard Arnault $72 billion (LVMH) 

5. Mark Zuckerberg $71 billion (Facebook) 

6. Amancio Ortega $70 billion (Zara) 

7. Carlos Slim Helu $67.1 billion (Telecom) 

8. Charles Kock $60 billion (Kock Industries) 

8. David Kock $60 billion (Kock Industries) 

10. Larry Ellison $58.5 billion (Oracle) 

------------------------------------ 

11. Michael Bloomberg $50 billion (Bloomberg) 

12. Larry Page $48.8 billion (Google) 

13. Sergey Brin $47.5 (Google) 
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So they’re all up there in the top 20 and even their            

respective individual fortunes also dwarf many countries.       

If Bill Gates were a country, he'd be sandwiched between          

Sri Lanka and Slovakia with the world’s 67th biggest         

economy. The power these people yield is enormous. At         

his peak wealth of $144 billion, Bill Gates was the 19th           

richest person of all time (which granted, is amusingly         

measly compared to a supposed Genghis Khans $100s of         

trillions). Indeed, in 2016 Oxfam reported that 62        

billionaires "own as much as the poorest half of the          

world's population” a huge and rapid consolidation of        

power from 2010, when a reported 388 billionaires        

owned more than half the planet. Considering that 13 of          

those 62 billionaires amassed their wealth from       

technology, that pretty much makes ‘the technology       

entrepreneur’ the most powerful species of human in the         

world, financially speaking at least. In an era where         

billionaires become presidents, this makes the      

speculation about Mark Zuckerberg’s 2020 bid to become        

President of the United States sound pretty feasible.        

(Although, semi-amusingly a colleague of mine says that        

President of the United States would be a downgrade for          

Mark Zuckerberg, that he’d actually lose power. He says         

Zuckerberg will hold out until there is a President of the           
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World Government, like a more powerful version of the         

U.N. that countries can’t ignore so flippantly. A fun yet          

utterly terrifying thought experiment.) 

 

In short: These incredibly powerful companies are       

owned by incredibly powerful individuals 

 

You’d think that if your company was making that much          

money, you’d at least pay your taxes. In 2017, the leak           

known as the Paradise Papers, confirmed and worsened        

old claims that many multinational companies were       

paying lawyers and accountants huge sums of money to         

exploit complex loopholes which would allow them to        

circumnavigate tax regulations. Apple, the most valuable       

company of all time, moved its money through Jersey,         

reportedly hoarding an offshore cash pile of $252 billion,         

which meant that in 2015, they only paid £13m tax in the            

UK. They’re not the only ones though. In 2014, Amazon's          

UK business paid just £11.9m in taxes despite generating         

£5.3bn sales from British internet shoppers. 

 

Not having shops in the real world makes it even easier           

for these companies to use every loophole they can. Ever          

heard of Silicon Docks? I hadn’t until recently. It’s the          

neighbourhood in Dublin which is home to the        
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international headquarters of most of the big tech        

companies. Linkedin (owned by Microsoft), Google,      

Facebook, PayPal (owned by eBay), Amazon, Twitter and        

many others. The main reason? Ireland’s low corporate        

tax rate of just 12.5%. According to Apple CEO Tim Cook,           

however, Apple not only paid their taxes but they         

followed both “the laws and the spirit of the laws”. 

 

I wonder what Edward Snowden would have to say about          

it all. The man who broke the law to do something he            

believed was “right” and “moral” would surely hold the         

completely opposite perspective here. As he put it "we         

should always make a distinction between right and        

wrong is a very different standard from legal and         

illegal”. What is being done here may be legal, but the           

morals are highly questionable. 

 

In short: These companies don’t contribute as much        

value as they take from the countries they are in. 

 

So, they make loads of money and they proportionally         

contribute very little. On top of this, they don’t even          

spend the money they earn! They hoard phenomenal        

quantities of cash (as per Apple example above). In effect,          

they take money out of the economy and let it sleep in big             
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offshore bank accounts, earning interest. The money they        

take out of the system becomes inaccessible and of no use           

to anybody else. It’s like a digital-economics version of         

fracking. The man to describes this situation best is         

Douglas Rushkoff who in his incredible book Throwing        

Rocks At The Google Bus describes the practices of the          

big tech companies as “extracting value”. Rushkoff sees it         

as the symptom of a digital economy built on top of an            

existing capitalist ‘operating system’ which the tech CEOs        

learn to follow by the letter. He says: “We are running an            

extractive, growth-driven economic operating system     

that has reached the limits of its ability to serve anyone,           

rich or poor, human or corporate. Moreover, we’re        

running it on supercomputers and digital networks that        

accelerate and amplify all its effects. Growth is the         

single, uncontested, core command of the digital       

economy.” 

 

To illustrate this obsession with growth, I recommend        

you go to a search engine now (we’ll discuss which one           

later because that’s also something to reconsider), and        

type: “year on year growth drops” 

 

What the search engine will likely return is a load of           

articles with titles like this: 
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“Google Ad Revenue Growth to Drop to Single Digits         

This Year” 

 

“Unilever (UN) Q2 Revenues Drop, Growth Weak; Stock        

Falls” 

 

“Construction growth drops to lowest level in almost a         

year” 

 

“Chinese GDP Growth Drops to 26-Year Low as Trump         

Trade War Looms”  

 

Notice anything? The language frames them all as        

negative events. You might even be left with the feeling          

that everything is declining. Yet if you read the headlines          

for a second time you will notice that in all of them the             

company or country is actually still growing, which        

should be a good thing, right? Apparently not. They are          

growing, but not fast enough by the standards of         

shareholders and speculators. This is the degree to which         

our society is obsessed with growth: even growth alone         

isn’t enough, they need ‘hyper growth’.  
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This is of course totally subjective. There is no law of           

physics that says ‘when corporations don’t grow insanely        

quickly, the apocalypse arrives’. I concede that when        

inflation surpasses growth, people’s lives are impacted       

(particularly those most vulnerable), but I really believe        

that much of the obsession with growth is driven         

artificially. It is an emotional thing, not a reality of the           

world. 

 

I found Rushkoff’s view provocative, even confronting in        

its rigour and simplicity. To make the picture even         

clearer, let’s compare it with organisations in 'the        

physical world’. Wal-Mart, for instance, extracts value       

from communities by setting up its huge supermarkets in         

small towns. They cut costs to drive all of the family           

grocery stores out of business, only to then employ their          

owners and staff at a lower wage, thus transferring all the           

extracted economic benefits to invisible shareholders      

running banks, funds, and trusts. In the digital world,         

tech giants can do this without even going to the small           

towns. Without even having a business in that country,         

they can extract value.  

 

It has the dark and invisible qualities of stories of          

vampires sucking blood. This is even the case of the          
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so-called ‘collaborative’ or ‘sharing economy’. These      

services, a more promising concept, in their current        

incarnation are more like snakes in suits: a corporate         

business model dressed up in collaborative clothing. In        

reality, these services are based on the same highly         

centralised extractive model. The reality of platforms like        

Uber, is that they provide proportionally little real human         

value to either the service provider or buyer, but gain          

huge profits which trickle up the ladder to shareholders.         

Their shareholders are their real customers. In the case of          

these companies, they are the matchmakers, they connect        

the driver to the passengers. They can cut the driver out           

pretty easily (which as we know they’re planning to do          

with driverless cars) and the driver ultimately owns none         

of the wealth that is being generated. 

 

As we will see over and over again in this book, these            

platforms have become so ubiquitous that their       

fundamental motivations and subsequent behaviours     

matter because they affect everything in our lives, from         

our communities to our governments to our       

relationships. It’s been clear since the huge rise of         

parliamentary lobbying that corporations overreach their      

role in the balance of world power, but now, this is           

supercharged by the digital economy. 
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In short: These companies 'extract value’ (the most        

objective measure of which is money) and hoard it or          

pass it on to shareholders, taking it out of general          

circulation, leaving less money to be exchanged between        

value producing people. 
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Business models 

So how do these companies make their money? To         

understand this, it's useful to explore some of their         

business models. Without going into all of the details let’s          

just explore some of the most damaging ones, the ones we           

see all the time: the ones we often consider to be ‘free’. 

 

The Freemium Model 

This term applies when a company offers its product at          

no financial cost initially, often asking the user to         

compromise by agreeing to be advertised to. The        

company then tries to get them to upgrade to an          

advertising-free version later on. They will often create        

other compromises, like an intentional limitation to the        

service which renders the user’s experience just about        

good enough but creates enough ‘friction’ or       

dissatisfaction that an upgrade becomes a no-brainer. A        

good example of this is Spotify where you can access the           

music at no financial cost but you have to compromise by           

agreeing to frequent advertising and other limitations like        

not being able to download music to listen to offline.          

These limitations are added over time, this means that         

you start with a great product that you migrate to and           

become dependent upon, and when you’re in, they        
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the record of your behaviour which has been tracked         

across Google Accounts like Google search, browsing       

behaviour in Google Chrome and behaviour on your        

Google Android phone along with potentially, any other        

Google product (e.g. Gmail? Google Docs?), is then sold         

to big-data companies to inform the way the advertisers         

advertise at you. This is often referred to by the phrase:           

“The Customer is The Product”. The real revenue        

generating products aren’t the videos on YouTube and the         

real customer isn’t you, the viewer. The product is ‘data          

about your behaviour’ and the real customer is the         

advertiser. In fact, the videos pretty much only exist to          

hook you in so that you’ll spend more time on the site and             

produce more data. What’s even more amazing about        

sites like YouTube, Facebook and Instagram, is that they         

don’t even create content for themselves: the users do!         

Contrary to what most of us might think, these are all           

actually all business to business products and services        

(rather than business to consumer). Their customer is a         

corporation. The motivation and incentives are not       

aligned with your human needs, they are aligned with the          

needs of corporations, which to be clear, have no needs.          

Corporations aren’t conscious, we are. Yet we are not the          

one being served here. 
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Again, Douglas Rushkoff puts it well, saying that "in         

order to maintain some semblance of growth, Internet        

companies had to find a way to monetize something         

other than cash from its users. Something measurable,        

countable, and attractive enough to shareholders to       

justify their real cash investment in the companies’ stock.         

That’s right: “likes.” 

 

He goes on to say that:"The real revenue stream has          

much less to do with display ads than it does with the            

data that social media companies can glean from        

everyone’s friending and liking— information that social       

media companies sell to big data market research firms         

such as Acxiom, Claritas, and Datalogix." 

 

So if you’re using the product for free, your behaviour is           

being sold to a company. That may seem abstract, the          

idea that your digital behaviour is being sold. What does          

that even mean? To make it a bit more real, I thought I’d             

share a great story I read in Charles Duhigg’s book “The           

Power of Habits”. In this insightful read, Duhigg shows         

the degree to which habits shape our lives, how we can           

reshape them, and how they are manipulated by        

corporations (something we’ll come back to later). To        

demonstrate this last point, he shares the story of a          
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customer at the American supermarket chain Target. The        

customer visits Target to complain to the store manager         

about the fact his daughter has started incorrectly        

receiving adverts for pregnancy-related products. The      

man is offended. But he returns to the store a few weeks            

later, his tail between his legs, to apologise following the          

revelation that his daughter was in fact pregnant. It         

appears that based on his daughter’s habits, Target’s        

algorithm knew that she had a high probability of being          

pregnant before her father did, or maybe even before she          

did. It’s worth noting that some have criticised this story          

of being wildly exaggerated and dialled up by journalistic         

flare, but nonetheless, even by way of a fable, it offers us            

reason to ask ourselves: can they do this? And if not now,            

then when? This anecdote shows starkly how our data is          

linked to our real behaviour, which are the result of us,           

the real us. We’re not selling the abstract notion of ‘our           

data’, we’re selling ‘us’. To use the old insult people would           

often target musicians and songwriters with, we’re all - to          

greater or lesser degrees - sell outs! 

 

This selling of data is common practice. At Twitter, this is           

a service offered to companies known as the ‘Firehose’, a          

deluge of data that according to Ben Elgin from         

Bloomberg Businessweek “anybody can essentially buy      
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and pay for”. For upwards of $1million per year,         

marketers can “tap into customer sentiment”, or       

"pollsters who want to know what the general public is          

thinking about a politician, so it’s really potent data that          

Twitter is now making about $70million per quarter on         

reselling out there to various developers”. Elgin believes        

that only 3% of the data of a Tweet is the text of a Tweet               

itself. He says that Twitter packages uploads of other data          

including the device we use, the location, our profile and          

use history, etc. But marketers using that data should be          

the least of our concerns. Far more concerning is its use           

by law enforcement agencies and governments. He goes        

on to posit a philosophical dissonance between Twitter’s        

business model on the one hand and promoting itself as          

the democratic platform that allows freedom of       

expression (e.g. the Arab Spring) on the other hand, going          

on to show that Twitter sells user data to governments          

with highly questionable human rights records.  

 

Elgin’s article entitled “How Despots Use Twitter to Hunt         

Dissidents” goes on to say that various companies are         

using the Firehose to market surveillance products to law         

enforcement agencies. He says that one company       

“promoted social media analytics tools to authorities in        

Azerbaijan, Bahrain, Malaysia, Saudi Arabia, Turkey,      
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and other countries known to suppress online speech.”        

Specifically he talks of a companies called Snaptrends        

who have “done business with the United Arab Emirates,         

whose government last year imprisoned an Omani       

blogger for tweets insulting the U.A.E.’s leaders.” The        

article includes an harrowing quote by Kevin Hatline, a         

former customer support manager at Snaptrends, saying,       

“We all knew this could be used to put a black bag over             

someone’s head and make them disappear.” 

 

There is of course an argument for data being used as a            

means of law enforcement, but when the platform        

supposedly delivering freedom and democracy is being       

used to track down those reporting about the world, it          

becomes incredibly worrisome! My overall point is that        

selling our data isn’t abstract, it has real world         

consequences on real people. As we’ll find out in more          

detail later, we’ve swapped our freedom for free cat         

videos. In doing so, we sacrifice our safety, our freedom          

and technically speaking we compromise the freedom and        

safety of others. The more we do so, the more powerful           

the tech giants become, using this free data to not only           

make money but also to feed new machine learning         

algorithms which over time are developing a level of         

intelligence that should worry everybody. My first guest        
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on The How Might We Podcast , Bruno Marion, put it          

something like this: ‘Facebook has millions of volunteers’.        

I find this a particularly worrying framing of the         

situation. Are we really volunteers for these machine        

learning algorithms with super intelligent potential?      

Well, we help to build them and feed them for free, so I             

struggle to find grounds to argue against Bruno’s point         

here... 

 

If you have any remaining question marks about whether         

you should care for your data, remember that your         

images, videos are also data. So if you’re still not sure,           

then I encourage you to look at Twitter’s Terms of Service           

(which are I’m sure are far from being the worst). You           

will find that: 

“By submitting, posting or displaying Content on or        

through the Services, you grant” Twitter “a worldwide,        

non-exclusive, royalty-free license (with the right to       

sublicense) to:” 

- use,  

- copy,  

- reproduce,  

- process,  

- adapt,  

- modify,  
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repeatedly, every second, for years, this equates to a         

dramatic erosion to freedom’s greatest institution:      

democracy. 

 

The impact on democracy is something that is only just          

getting any public scrutiny, the most famous example        

being the story about Russia’s interference in the 2016         

presidential elections through Facebook. The story is       

proof that when you combine big tech companies with         

advertising business model incentives with smart      

machines (that we have trained by feeding our data),         

democracy suffers. If up to now one of the worst          

experiments in history is trying to see what happens to          

the planet when you extract humongous amounts of        

resources from the earth and sell it to oil companies, now           

it looks like the new game is to see what happens to            

people when you extract humongous amounts of data        

from them and sell it to tech companies. All in all, the            

results are pretty clear. 

 

Previously this was already how colonialism worked. In        

the words of Robert Moor in his book On Trails: 

 

The colonizers brought with them a complex form of         

trade we now call capitalism — the creation, exchange,         
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and accumulation of abstract monetary value. Things       

and actions could be converted into money, which could         

be traded for other things and actions — a felled forest           

could become a pouch full of coins, which could become a           

year’s supply of grain. This ingenious system allowed for         

near-global networks of trade. Ships were built,       

resources were gathered up and sold, and empires rose.         

People’s perception of land began to subtly shift. The         

land was no longer merely a realm of habitation and a           

source of life. It was a commodity, whose value could          

and would be maximized". 

 

Well in the same way that colonizers turned the land into           

a commodity, the same is being done for human         

behaviour. Our digital lives which are a living record our          

real lives, our friendships, our habits, our actions, our         

emotions, our beliefs… are becoming commodities to       

large multinationals serving shareholders. Our lives have       

been colonised and we didn’t see it coming. Or perhaps          

we saw it coming, but the comfort value we get makes it            

hard to say no. 
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Consolidation 

The digital age was heralded as the age that would          

distribute power, and whilst in many ways it has, it’s          

important to understand that for the most part it is now           

run by a handful of companies consolidating (instead of         

distributing) huge amounts of power. Power of different        

shapes and sizes and worst of all, they’re getting away          

with it. One illustration of this is a think tank called           

Citizens Against Monopoly. In their article "Tell Google:        

Stop Killing Monopoly Research”, they tell the founding        

story of their organisation. It could almost be a fable          

about the degree to which huge tech companies like         

Google are overstepping the mark. Essentially, the story        

goes something like this. A bunch of researchers worked         

for a think tank that had $21million in funding from          

Google. When "Barry Lynn, a senior fellow who led the          

think tank’s Open Markets initiative, wrote a blog post         

praising the EU’s decision to levy a record €2.42bn         

($2.7bn) fine on Google for breaching antitrust rules and         

abusing its market dominance", Google chairman Eric       

Schmidt "dropped a team of scholars”. For a company         

whose mantra is “Don’t be evil”, the hypocrisy couldn’t be          

more staggering. 
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Indeed, the power of tech conglomerates is absurd. We         

saw their financial weight and we now see their political          

weight. One of the strategies these organisations use to         

grow is through acquisition. As of writing, Google’s        

parent company Alphabet had acquired 215 companies,       

Microsoft had bought 207, Apple had 93, Amazon 70 and          

Facebook 65. That’s a total of 650 companies bought by 6           

companies! They buy companies for different reasons       

including but not limited to: to buy market cap, to buy a            

geographic market (e.g. Amazon buying LoveFilm, a       

leading UK DVD rental service), to buy a market vertical          

(e.g. Facebook buying WhatsApp so as to dominate        

‘Messaging’), to buy cutting-edge technology (e.g.      

Facebook buying Oculus VR or Google buying       

DeepMind), to strengthen the overall company by       

widening their ecosystem (i.e. by buying a new company         

in industry X, my existing company in industry Y will also           

get more powerful) and finally, simply to stop innovative         

competitors from entering the market by buying them        

before they get big and when the founders are still in a            

financial situation where they don’t feel they can turn the          

money down (e.g. Google buying Waze which would have         

been a big Google Maps competitor). 
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The acquisitions cover almost everything you can possibly        

think of. Name it and it’s on the list. From more modern            

‘tech’ related things like AI or VR, to ‘older stuff’ like           

finance, home utilities (e.g. Google Nest) and education.        

There isn’t really an area that they don’t cover. We need           

only look at the apps on our phones to realise the extent            

to which this is true: 

● By Facebook: Instagram, WhatsApp, Messenger,     

Facebook 

● By Google: Google Drive, Gmail, Google Chrome,       

Google Search, Google Translate, Google Maps,      

YouTube, Inbox by Gmail, Google Calendar,      

related iOS apps for all 

● By Apple: MacBook, iPhone, Photos, Messages,      

FaceTime, iMovie 

● By Amazon: Kindle, Goodreads, Amazon, Amazon      

Store App, 

● By Microsoft: Skype, Minecraft 

 

Note that this is just the tip of the iceberg in terms of the              

ways in which these companies are integrated into my         

life. By having a Google device somebody is giving over          

huge amounts of data. Data which no doubt is fed to           

make the algorithm smarter. By integrating services       

through features like ‘Log In with Facebook’ on Airbnb, I          
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am handing over a load more data. Then, as we’ll see later            

on, there’s the fact that these companies are tracking         

everything I do on every site anyway. To understand the          

way these companies dominate the web outside of our         

own devices and services, it’s worth looking at the         

dominance of Amazon’s cloud services. In 2017, Amazon        

Web Services "comprised more than 90 services       

spanning a wide range including computing, storage,       

networking, database, analytics, application services,     

deployment, management, mobile, developer tools, and      

tools for the Internet of Things. The most popular         

include Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud and Amazon       

Simple Storage Service.” Amazon’s dominance in the       

cloud computing space is huge, owning a reported 34% of          

all cloud according to Synergy Group. They’re followed by         

Microsoft 11%, Google 8%, and IBM 6%. 

 

This attention to the cloud is of huge significance. It’s like           

a trojan horse tactic in a way. Few of us know where our             

data is stored, but the battle for share of cloud computing           

is proof that these companies do care. By having more          

and more people and companies put more and more data          

on their servers, these companies can not only profit from          

our data, they can create smarter machines from our data          

and they can create what are called ‘customer lock-ins’, a          
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strategy which makes it very impractical to leave their         

ecosystem of products. Basically meaning the more of        

their services you use, the more of their services you are           

likely to use. This is a strategy Apple has used since the            

beginning with Steve Jobs famously demanded his       

co-founder Steve Wozniak made the first Apple       

computers ‘closed systems’. This had huge benefits to a         

user’s experience of course, but I’m pretty sure that         

wasn’t the only motivation behind it. 

 

Conclusion 

In this chapter, we’ve had a broad overview of the          

supremacy of the giant tech companies. The web is far          

from being the place of equality that it was intended to           

be. This edited excerpt from the Mozilla Foundation’s        

Internet Health Report makes that clear: 

 

“A small handful of companies – including Facebook,        

Google, Apple, Tencent, AliBaba and Amazon –       

dominate the global Internet sector. While these       

companies provide hugely valuable services to billions of        

people, they are also consolidating control over human        
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communication and wealth at a level never before seen         

in history. 

 

Think of smartphones, where just two companies,       

Google (Android) and Apple (iOS), dominate the market.        

Everything from the phone’s operating system, to what        

applications can be purchased in their app stores, are         

ultimately controlled by these two companies.” [...] 

 

“Internet acquisitions by the tech giants feed       

consolidation. Facebook for instance, controls most of       

the messaging market in almost every country except        

China since acquiring WhatsApp and Instagram in       

addition to their own Facebook Messenger.” [...] 

 

“The decentralized Web is thriving by some measures,        

but we are heading towards a future of vertically         

integrated silos controlled by a few large players.” 

 

The impact of this sort of new world order on democracy           

is, potentially, a total disaster (if it isn’t already). When          

formal power (e.g. a government’s role) isn’t aligned with         

informal power (e.g. 5 tech multinationals) democracy       

cannot operate. Furthermore, this feels like only the        

beginning. We’ve looked at financials and we know about         
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the increasing use of Apple and Android Pay, but this          

could only be the beginning. Consider how Mark        

Zuckerberg is reported to be interested in turning        

Messenger and WhatsApp into a platform that replaces        

banks or even money (as Vodafone has done in Africa          

with M-Pesa. Then take data, most people in Britain don’t          

know that Google made a deal with the NHS to feed huge            

amounts of patient data to its machine learning company         

DeepMind. Speaking of data, what about the fact that         

Loon (another Google-owned company) is launching      

huge balloons above Kenya to bring internet connectivity        

to sparsely-populated areas, and that they’re building       

huge underwater cables to eventually own the actual        

pipes that the internet uses. That essentially means        

actually owning part of the internet, the infrastructure        

itself. The power of these organisations is obscene!  

 

We’ve long known that power exists in hidden places, but          

this time the scary thing is that most of the tech           

monopolies’ power is not just hidden but totally invisible.         

We’ve looked at their financial power, but that’s obvious,         

what about the more subtle ways in which these         

companies have power? That is where the main concern         

should be. It’s clear that we have a long way to go to take              

control over our freedom and I hope that readers who          
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may not have questioned the products and services they         

use too much will be feeling a degree unease and urgency           

about the power these companies possess. My hope is         

that we feel compelled to act. 
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Addictive Design, Magic & The     

Mind 

Following the money leads to all sorts of interesting         

thoughts. So far we’ve seen just how much money these          

companies have. Then we looked into how they make it.          

In essence, what most of these companies want is either          

to serve us ads all day or get data from us so that they can               

serve us ads all day. It’s a weird artificial world where we            

produce data so that they can serve us ads so that we can             

produce more data and repeat. We’re locked into this         

weird cycle without even knowing.  

So let’s go a step further. If you were one of these            

companies and you needed to get my data or serve me           

ads, what would you do? How would you get me to do            

that? Well to really learn valuable stuff about me, like          

anybody, you’d need to hang out with me a lot to get to             

know me. To try to understand how this works, I decided           

to read the bible when it comes to creating digital          

products and services we love, the book is somewhat         

worryingly called Hooked: How to Build Habit-Forming       

Products by Nir Eyal.  
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I’m still not sure about how I feel about this book and the             

author’s stance or intentions but I’ll come back to that          

later. For now, I think it’s important to briefly become a           

student of this stuff so we can understand what’s being          

done to us. How are they getting me Hooked? Eyal’s          

bestseller is based on his experience in creating successful         

startups that he has then sold, consulting with other         

companies, and putting his "money where [his] mouth is         

by backing habit-forming products [he believes] improve       

lives”. In his book he packages this experience into a          

simple model which can help people design products to         

get people to form habits around them. The model goes: 
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1. Trigger: Something that tells us what to do next.        

There are two types of triggers:

a. External trigger: Things in our    

environment that tell us what to do next       

(e.g. the YouTube play button)

b. Internal trigger: Emotions which govern    

our next moves (e.g. fear or boredom)
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2. Action: “The simplest behaviour done in     

anticipation of a reward” (e.g. typing a search into        

the bar on Google)

3. Variable Reward: Create a sense of anticipation      

for a reward which has at least some unknown        

qualities (e.g. How many messages are in my       

inbox?)

a. Rewards of the Tribe: These rewards have      

social variability (e.g. Who has liked my      

Instagram picture?)

b. Rewards of the Hunt: Where we search for       

resources (e.g. What’s on my Twitter feed      

today?)

c. Rewards of the Self: Things that feel good       

in of themselves (e.g. Getting to the next       

level in a game or clearing your inbox)

4. Investment: Increase the likelihood of the next      

pass through the Hook Cycle. They do this by        

getting us to store value in the product. This        

increases the chances we will continue to do so        

(e.g. The more contacts I have on my Facebook        

the more valuable Facebook is to me)

Let’s go through the Hook Model in a bit more detail and            

apply it to some of the products the big tech giants use. 
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The Hook cycle 

Trigger 

Something that tells us what to do next 

Triggers are a common element in most methodologies        

resulting of the studies of habits. I chose to experiment          

with this when I was trying to improve some of my           

personal habits. Wondering how I could get some of my          

better habits like meditation or swimming to stick, I         

applied some of this thinking by admitting to myself that          

I’m pretty dumb when left to my own devices and I need            

some triggers to trick me onto the right track. So I started            

this routine. Before bed, I would tidy my room and leave           

my running shoes, shorts, shirt and socks on the floor by           

my bed. When I woke up in the morning I’d literally           

stumble on them and since they were the closest clothes,          

I’d put them on to walk my son to school. Once I’d            

dropped him off, since I was already out and already in           

my gear, it kinda made sense to just go for a 20min run.             

When I’d get back, just before grabbing a shower, I’d light           

a candle in my bedroom. After my shower, I’d walk into           
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my room and think ‘it’s pretty peaceful in here, I may as            

well meditate’. It’s mad that I have to trick my future self            

so much just to create the habits that I empirically know           

will make me happy.  

These tricks can be found everywhere, and particularly on         

the digital products and services we use. Since those         

products and services are motivated by profit which        

mostly comes from data and advertising revenue, the        

traps they leave lying around for us to fall into are all            

constructed with ads, data and money in mind. And         

because we’re terrible at resisting or even noticing them,         

this is some of the stuff we fall for. 

External triggers 

Have you ever opened your laptop to do something         

specific, like writing a book, and found yourself cruising         

somewhere else completely different 30 mins later? Well,        

it’s most likely that on your way to the file you were            

writing in you got distracted by a trigger, you fell for it            

and then you got lost. It’s a bit like going out to the shop,              

realising your mind wandered and you now find yourself         

somewhere else, not quite sure how you got there. In fact,           

worryingly, I recently took my 96 to the supermarkets. As          

I followed her, with her shopping list, I realised just how           
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easily she was distracted by the shiny packaging, the         

pricing, the imagery, the layout of the store. I was actually           

worried for her! She was just so vulnerable to         

manipulation it was really unsettling. And this is nothing!         

Where a store can control a few hundred grannies, digital          

platforms can manipulate millions of people. 

 

These triggers are littered all over the web. The most          

obvious one is the notification. We get so many! When          

somebody ‘likes' your Instagram picture you get a ping on          

your phone, when somebody comments on your picture        

on Facebook you might get an email, when you get a new            

subscriber on YouTube you get an email. Recently, I         

noticed that Twitter had added new notifications. I        

started getting notifications on my phone telling me that         

‘[Person X] and [Person Y] have just liked one of [Person           

Z]’s tweets]. I didn’t use to get these but suddenly I got a             

load and started falling for them and swiping to go see           

what was happening. It’s not that anything interesting        

was happening, they’re just trying to get me through the          

‘Hook’. Another recent example was when I opened my         

home screen and found a notification from Facebook’s        

Messenger App saying: "[Person X] just joined       

Messenger! Be the first to send a welcome message or          

sticker.” Now, a few points for context. Firstly, I hadn’t          
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used my phone for a few weeks, which most probably          

means Messenger’s algorithm says something like ‘IF       

user doesn’t use Messenger for a while THEN send them          

a notification’. Secondly, I hardly know this person and         

haven’t spoken to them for about 10-15 years. So they’re          

digging deep to get me back into the Hook model here.  

Triggers are everywhere: in our inbox, the little red circle          

on apps, the home screen notifications… Some people say         

that Instagram actually drip feeds like notifications       

throughout the day so that you keep coming back. So the           

idea is that you actually got 30 likes this morning, but           

they only told you about 5, and then another and then           

another, so you keep coming back throughout the day         

until eventually, you develop an addictive habit all by         

yourself. I actually noticed that on Instagram they take it          

even further. I realised that my app would tell me I had            

'13 likes + 2 others’ (=15), then later in the day I’d have a              

notification and when I checked I saw I had '12 likes + 3             

others’ which also equals 15! Nothing has changed but         

they’ve tweaked it to trick me into coming back. Sure          

enough, if there’s one app I’m addicted to, it’s Instagram,          

now for emotional reasons which we’ll get onto next. 

Internal triggers 
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We’re all too familiar with a scene at a local bus stop with             

10 people all looking at their phones. Some say: ‘Sure but           

people used to do that with their newspapers. Same         

thing with a different screen.’ This is true and untrue.          

What this fails to understand is the degree of emotional          

manipulation at play here and the degree to which         

powerful technology and addictive design techniques are       

being employed: things that didn’t exist even 20 years         

ago. 

The more we use these devices, the more we fall for the            

traps and particularly the more we lack self-awareness,        

the more these triggers move from being external things         

like a buzz in your pocket to be an internal thing. Nir Eyal             

of ‘Hooked’ says that “gradually, these bonds cement into         

a habit as users turn to your product when experiencing          

certain internal triggers.” I notice it myself. When I’m         

bored or anxious or stressed, I’ve noticed that my body is           

now biologically wired to tell my brain to check         

Instagram. This is really dangerous! According to Time        

To Log Off , "There is a strong link between heavy          

internet use and depression, with heavy users 5x more         

likely to suffer from depression than non-heavy users”.        

"A study by the National Institute of Mental Health has          

found a strong and significant association between       
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social media use and depression." This is horrible!        

Facebook is particularly awful. "Scientists have also       

found a link between heavy Facebook use and depressive         

symptoms, including low self-esteem.” 

It’s nasty and it’s nasty by design. Remember the         

sequence: Facebook wants to make money, they make        

money from ads and data, the best way to get ads and            

data is for us to spend all our time on their platforms, the             

best way for us to do that is to be hooked, the best way for               

us to be hooked is to trigger our emotions. So whilst           

Facebook’s stated mission is "Give people the power to         

build community and bring the world closer together”, it         

simply doesn’t match their profit motive. If they truly         

wanted us to build a community and bring us closer          

together we wouldn’t find that "26% of adults have sent          

text or instant messages to friends or family while in the           

same room” or that "21% of UK children feel their          

parents don’t listen to them properly because they’re        

constantly picking up emails, calls or texts on their         

mobiles”. With the best technology and the smartest        

people in the world they could solve these problems         

pretty quickly if they wanted to. What Facebook and         

other such platforms need, is for us to feel insecure,          

unloved, ugly and to think Facebook will solve that for us           
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with a little spike of dopamine to the brain. Nir Eyal says            

“We all use products to change our mood. In fact, think           

about it, what app or website do we turn to when we're            

feeling lonely? Well, we open up Facebook of course. And          

what about when we’re feeling uncertain? Before we        

scan our brains for the answer, well, we Google it. And           

what about when we’re feeling bored? Well that’s a great          

time to go to YouTube.” 

It starts with external triggers, but those triggers become         

internal and once that’s the case they have created a habit           

in us. Once they’ve got us in, then, according to Eyal,           

these companies carry on taking us through the steps in          

the ‘Hook Model'. The next step is action. 

Action 

“The simplest behaviour done in anticipation of a        

reward” 

So what do we actually do when we’re triggered to go to            

the product? How do they get us to do it? Let’s not forget             

that these are smart people, many studied at the best          

universities in the world. Perhaps the world’s leading        

professor when it comes to behavioural psychology is        

B.J.Fogg. To many people, Fogg is heralded as something         
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of a legend in this field and people around the world have            

sought to learn from him in order to understand how to           

help themselves and others to change their habits. A         

former colleague of mine used to use Fogg’s approach to          

creating permanent habits through baby steps, in order to         

help change the culture inside organisations, as well as to          

change his own habits when it came to his health. 

A professor at Stanford (Silicon Valley’s favourite       

University), Fogg founded Stanford’s Persuasive     

Technology Lab, the purpose of which is "to create         

insight into how computing products–from websites to       

mobile phone software–can be designed to change       

people’s beliefs and behaviors. Our major projects       

include technology for creating health habits, mobile       

persuasion, and the psychology of Facebook.” One       

alumnus of this lab is somebody we will come back to           

again in this book. His name is Tristan Harris and he’s           

one of the good guys. He is is the founder of a movement             

called Time Well Spent and a foundation called the         

Center for Humane Technology, trying to “align       

technology with our deepest interests”. According to       

Harris who studied with Fogg, Stanford’s Persuasive       

Technology Lab “basically taught engineering students,      

this kind of library of persuasive techniques and habit         
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formation techniques, in order to build more engaging        

products. Basically different ways of taking advantage       

of people’s cognitive biases so that people fill out email          

forms so that people come back to the product so that           

people register a form, they fill out their LinkedIn         

profile, so that they tag each other in photos…”  

One of those techniques is an equation Fogg created         

which goes as follows: B = M A T. That’s B for Behaviour,             

M for Motivation, A for Ability and T, for Trigger. Nir           

Eyal explains that Fogg "hypothesises that for any        

human behaviour, three things are necessary. The user        

must have sufficient motivation, the user must have        

sufficient ability, and the trigger must be present. […]         

Motivation is the ‘energy for action’, it’s ‘How much we          

want to do a particular behaviour. While Ability, is         

‘capacity to do that behaviour’ or ‘how easy or difficult          

something is to do’.” He adds that "Fogg gives us this           

chart, with motivation on the Y axis, and ability on the           

X. When a behaviour is easy to do, it’s on the far right,             

when it’s hard to do it’s on the far left. When the user has              

sufficient motivation and sufficient ability they cross this        

threshold and if the trigger is present, then the         

behaviour will occur.” 
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If these things are in place, than you can get anybody to            

take an action. As we pointed out before, these products          

often motivate us emotionally (e.g. motivated to escape        

from my boredom or loneliness) and then, they ensure we          

have sufficient ability by making something incredibly       

easy. Think of Amazon’s “1-click ordering” button for a         

scary example of how this can be used. Or that with Apple            

Pay you can just use your thumbprint or face to buy           

something. By ensuring we are emotionally motivated       

(the greatest type of motivation there is) and that we have           

sufficient ability (by making something so easy to do), all          

they need is for the action to be really clear and voila,            

we’re doing what they want. I’ll take my personal         
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example. I often get slightly anxious or bored in social          

situations. My internal algorithm goes something like: 'IF        

bored (motivation) and confronted with a notification       

(easy), THEN scroll through Instagram (action)’. These       

platforms are often heralded for their frictionless, their        

ease of use, and that’s ok, but when it’s used as a            

manipulative tool to get us to do things and therefore          

think things that we didn’t choose to do or think, then           

we’re in trouble. 

The most addictive part of the Hook Model is yet to come.            

Why do we get caught up in it? We get caught because,            

like rats in an experiment, we want a reward. 

Variable Reward 

Create a sense of anticipation for a reward which has at           

least some unknown qualities 

It’s revealing and confronting to understand where else        

these psychological tricks are used. Advertising is an        

obvious one (IF I feel hot & I see the colour red, THEN             

buy a can of Coke). But one that might scare you more is             

gambling. Gambling, until the ubiquity of persuasive       

technology, was perhaps our only mass destructive       

behavioural addiction. We were addicted to chemical       
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things like drugs, cigarettes, alcohol, caffeine, but       

gambling was one of the only behaviours that we could          

get totally hooked on and screw up our lives over.          

Gambling companies turned variable rewards into an       

absolute science and the most obvious example of that is          

slot machines. Tristan Harris puts it like this: 

“What do you think makes more money in the United          

States than movies, game parks and baseball combined?        

Slot machines. How can slot machines make all this         

money, when we pay with such small amounts of         

money? We play with coins. How is this possible? Well          

the thing is my phone is a slot machine. Every time I            

check my phone, I’m playing the slot machine to see          

what am I going to get? What am I going to get? Every             

time I check my email, I’m playing the slot machine, I’m           

playing my email to see ‘What am I going to get?’. Every            

time I scroll a news feed, I’m playing the slot machine to            

see ‘What am I going to get next?” 

Think of this comparison very literally. The physical act of          

the three rollers spinning on a slot machine after you’ve          

pulled the lever or pressed the button is almost identical          

to the act of scrolling down on your phone to refresh your            

email inbox. And in fact, when you do that, a little wheel            
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spins, just like in slot machines. These tricks have been          

borrowed straight from the gambling world, and in        

Harris’ words, have been used to “shape the thoughts and          

feelings of a billion people”. 

So what types of variable reward are there? Nir Eyal, puts           

them into three categories. 

- Rewards of the Tribe: These rewards have social        

variability (e.g. Who has liked my Instagram       

picture?) 

- Rewards of the Hunt: Where we search for        

resources (e.g. What’s on my Twitter feed today?) 

- Rewards of the Self: Things that feel good in of          

themselves (e.g. Getting to the next level in a         

game or clearing your inbox) 

They play on very clear categories of basic human needs          

which were developed by the Harvard Business School        

innovation academic Clayton Christensen. These     

categories are: Functional needs (the Hunt), Emotional       

needs (the Self), Social needs (the Tribe).  

These platforms are designed by people who have taken         

their knowledge of behavioural psychology and applied it        
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products: whether it’s Nir Eyal’s Hook Model, Clayton        

Christensen’s Jobs To Be Done framework, or B.J. Fogg’s         

behaviour equation that we saw above. Over the years our          

deeper and deeper knowledge of human psychology       

combined with technology has meant that the big tech         

companies have more or less perfected the art of         

manipulation, all in service of The Attention Economy: all         

to get us to look at more adverts and spend more time on             

their platforms giving more data and training the        

machine learning algorithms. 

 

Variable Rewards is perhaps one of the dirtiest tricks in          

this behavioural book. When you swipe right on Tinder         

the anticipation sends a little spike of dopamine into to          

your brain: will it be a match? Exactly the same thing           

happens when you drop a coin into a slot machine: will it            

be the jackpot? The unknown is exhilarating and scary         

and it's easy to form a habit where we seek that out more             

and more, then it moves from being a behavioural         

addiction to a chemical one, where all we can do is look            

for our next fix of happy chemicals. 

Investment 

Getting us to store value in a product so that we place            

more and more importance on that product 
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Once they’ve got you this far down the rabbit hole they           

need to make sure you’re going to keep coming back,          

right? Well, the Hook Model suggests that the way they          

do that is by getting you to invest in their product, mainly            

with effort and time, but sometimes with money too. The          

mechanism here is that the more you put into the product           

the more you will have to lose by leaving it. I have this             

situation all the time. On a monthly basis, I tell myself           

I’m going to delete my Facebook account, to remove this          

addictive pull towards it when I want a quick fix of           

dopamine. The thing is, I have loads of connections on          

Facebook, many of which I don’t have phone numbers or          

email addresses for, so it would be a shame to lose them.            

If I did leave and those connections wanted to get in           

touch with me they couldn’t. And also, I have loads of           

pictures from shared experiences with friends which I’d        

hate to lose. So maybe I’ll stay because it would just be            

silly to lose all that after 10+ years of adding value to it…. 

And there you have it. This is how powerful the model is.            

It’s such a deeply set hook that companies have to work           

extra hard to extract you from it when they’re competing          

against each other. A good example of that is Spotify,          

when they first started they allowed you to add your          
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iTunes library into their streaming music platform,       

meaning that you could move all the value you’d invested          

in iTunes over the years of collecting music and curating          

playlists, to them. I see this regularly when working with          

big organisations who would love to move to new         

platforms but it would literally cost them a lot of money           

to move all their data across. Eyal explains that this          

investment mechanic is particularly smart because unlike       

in the physical world where things depreciate or lose         

value (cars, clothes…etc), in the virtual world they        

appreciate or gain value as you store more and more          

value in them. For the cognitive psychology nuts out         

there, this is related to the ’Sunk Cost Effect’, which is           

when “we’re reluctant to pull out of something we’d put          

effort into”. 

Thoughts on the Hook cycle 

I read Hooked for a few reasons. The first was that I            

wanted to know how I’m being manipulated so that I          

could notice the tricks, become more aware of them, and          

change my behaviour. The second reason was that I was          

curious as to the intentions behind the book. That for me           

is still unclear. I find it hard to put a finger on what the              

author was trying to achieve, and it brings up a good           

conversation about whether persuasion is ok in some        
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situations and if so, which situations might that be?         

When I read Hooked it I felt like morality was an           

afterthought; that the whole book was explaining the        

process of getting somebody hooked onto products and        

teaching the reader how to design that into their own          

product. Morality seemed to appear only at the end. Upon          

review, this is clear in a particular comment the author          

makes. He says: "Let’s admit it: We are all in the           

persuasion business. Innovators build products meant to       

persuade people to do what we want them to do. We call            

these people users and even if we don’t say it aloud, we            

secretly wish every one of them would become fiendishly         

hooked to whatever we’re making. I’m guessing that’s        

likely why you started reading this book.” 

On reading this my initial feeling was anger, but after          

some further digging, I found that Eyal does put some          

(although quite limited) responsibility onto governments,      

designers and entrepreneurs. In particular, he says:       

"Companies building habit - forming technologies have a        

moral obligation — and perhaps someday a legal        

mandate — to inform and protect users who are forming          

unhealthy attachments to their products .” 
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A useful model for sure, but overall, it feels slightly weak.           

Maybe I’m reading into things too much, but I feel he is            

conflicted between his moral principles and actions. I        

sense a dissonance between what he believes is best for          

the world and what he’s offering. It’s hidden in         

convoluted attempts to use the user’s supposed free will         

and autonomy as a way out from taking any responsibility          

himself. After all, he teaches the tricks that can control          

billions of minds for $1,700 a seat in his seminars. In my            

mind, just because people can decide for themselves        

whether they take drugs or not, isn’t a good enough          

reason to wait on the street corner and give them a           

discount, particularly when you’ve not told them it’s laced         
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with an extra strong combination of other drugs they         

don’t know exist. 

 

The ultimate irony is that if I apply his moral matrix to            

his own book, I would assume that ‘he uses his own           

product’, but that ‘it doesn’t improve people’s lives’ (it         

probably makes more people more addicted to more tech         

platforms!). This, by his own model, makes him an         

Entertainer. A kinder word than I would perhaps use for          

a book written with the explicit intention of teaching huge          

numbers of people to build products that aim to get an           

enormous amount of people addicted. Having said this,        

he does claim on his website that his investments in          

companies apply only to those products which improve        

our lives, however he defines that. 

 

Before we go any deeper into the ethics of manipulation          

in more depth, I’d like to pause to share a short list of             

some of the traps that are being set out for you by tech             

monopolies every day. Some are from my own        

experience, some were shared by colleagues or thinkers        

like Tristan Harris. The aim is simply for you to be aware            

of these: 
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● Tinder: the first swipe is almost always a ‘Match'         

to keep you sucked into the game; then it uses a           

variable reward system to keep you swiping 

● Uber: some colleagues of mine believe the cars        

you see circling around you when you open the         

app are fake, and just there to give the illusion          

that your variable reward is probably close  

● WhatsApp (all most other messaging apps): The       

status of your friends tends to say when they were          

last around, a ‘Reward of the Tribe’ or whether         

they’ve read your message yet 

● Netflix (& Facebook & YouTube): loads the next        

episode within 9 seconds making it impossible for        

me to resist another hour of brilliance. Before you         

know it, it’s 3am. 

● Instagram: some think drip feeds your likes       

throughout the day to keep you hooked in, and         

also auto-plays videos. 

● Twitter: the ‘swipe to reload’ mechanism is just        

like a slot machine, leaving you curious for the         

next thing, you’ll also find it in thousands of other          

apps. 
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The morals of manipulation 

Our inventory of some of these tricks brings to the          

questions: Is it ok to manipulate for beneficial purposes?         

(ads to make you stop smoking or wear a seat belt could            

be a good example) Do people know what’s best for them           

and if not, do they need a helping hand in forming good            

habits? Should responsibility be placed on the user only?         

Or do designers, companies and regulatory bodies have a         

share of the responsibility? These questions are       

important because when technology as addictive as       

gambling is being developed by a handful of the richest          

companies of all time, owned the richest people in the          

world, with such powerful technology, and used so        

frequently by so many people, the stakes are too high. We           

should put our phones down for a moment and have a           

long discussion because it doesn’t feel like it’s going to          

end well. 

 

These are questions of ethics and I would like to bring           

Tristan Harris - mentioned earlier - back into the         

conversation. The Atlantic , called him the “closest thing        

Silicon Valley has to a conscience” and that is what this           

conversation needs. In his TED Talk, he sets the scene for           
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us to understand the severity of the problem: “I want you           

to imagine walking into a room, a control room with a           

bunch of people, a hundred people, hunched over a desk          

with little dials. And that that control room will shape          

the thoughts and feelings of a billion people. This might          

sound like science fiction, but this actually exists right         

now today. I know because I used to be in one of those             

control rooms. I was a Design Ethicist at Google (which          

he says was an attempt by Google to push him into a            

marginal role) where I studied, how do you ethically         

steer people’s thoughts. Because what we don’t talk        

about is a handful of people, working at a handful of           

technology companies, through their choices will steer       

what a billion people are thinking today." 

 

Harris is leading a movement to get back control over our           

time in what he calls ‘The Attention Economy’ . He         

compares it to the drug industry, not as a cheap metaphor           

but as a literal comparison in their similar business         

strategies. On the Waking Up podcast he states this         

comparison clearly and explains the Attention Economy       

by describing Facebook’s interest in users as follows:        

"There’s many sources of revenue, but it all comes down          

to, whether it’s data or everything else, it comes down to           

advertising and time. Because of the link, that more of          
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your attention, or more of your time equals more         

money, they have an infinite appetite in getting more of          

your time.” He goes on to say: "This is literally how the            

metrics and dashboards look, they measure ‘what is the         

current distribution of “Time on Site”. That and “7 day          

actives” are the currency of the tech industry. The only          

other industry that measures users that way is drug         

dealers, where you have the number of active users who          

‘login’ every single day." 

 

A side note on magic & manipulation 

Another analogy Tristan Harris uses is, strangely enough,        

magic. As the famous British science fiction writer Sir         

Arthur Charles Clarke once beautifully put: "Any       

sufficiently advanced technology is indistinguishable     

from magic”. To understand this analogy a bit more         

though, let’s interrogate it through the lens of a         

once-famous magician, The Amazing Randi . James      

Randi was not an ordinary magician. He originally rose to          

fame by performing some amazing magic tricks,       

particularly as an escapologist such as. "Early in his         

career, he performed numerous escape acts from jail        

cells and safes around the world. On February 7, 1956,          
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he appeared live on NBC's Today show, where he         

remained for 104 minutes in a sealed metal coffin that          

had been submerged in a hotel swimming pool, breaking         

what was said to be Harry Houdini's record of 93          

minutes.” Randi went on to bend spoons, have his own          

TV show and do all sorts of amazing things in his career            

but one thing made him different from other magicians:         

he admitted to being a trickster. Randi was open about          

using trickery in his job, in fact, he felt he had a moral             

duty to do so, once saying "I'm a trickster, I'm a cheat,            

I'm a charlatan, that's what I do for a living. Everything           

I've done here was by trickery.” What annoyed Randi,         

however, was the way in which other magicians would not          

be honest about this, tricking their audience into        

believing in the paranormal or in psychic or healing         

abilities.  

 

To Randi, that wasn’t cool and he set out on a mission to             

prove that this was fraudulent. In Randi’s mind, he was          

an entertainer and trickery was his tool, and so long as           

he’s open about that, it’s ok. What wasn’t ok, was people           

pretending that wasn’t the case in order to elevate oneself          

above the status of ‘entertainer’, becoming some kind of         

wizard in the eyes of the public. One famous moment          

where Randi showed the world that people were being         
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tricked, was a live TV show where he set out to prove that             

the famous ‘paranormal’ magician, Uri Geller was, in fact,         

a fraud. Geller wanted to do one of his signature tricks,           

pretending to the world that he could bend a spoon with           

his mind, only to find Randi had set out the props in such             

a way that he couldn’t. Geller was humiliated. 

 

To Randi, the truth was the most important thing. Being          

tricked was ok if that was what you had consciously paid           

for. Being tricked when you thought you were witnessing         

the divine was not ok. Are the tricks of these tech           

companies much different? Does Facebook tell you how        

they’ve tricked you? Do they explain that they are using          

invisible design tricks based on secret knowledge of your         

vulnerable psychological state and then playing on that        

state in order to send a shot of dopamine to the brain            

causing you to create an addiction to short-term        

pleasure? No. At least packs of cigarettes say “Smoking         

Kills” on the packet now. What about our tech? Maybe          

when we log on to Facebook it should first come with a            

notice saying ‘Facebook causes depression’. It’s not a        

crazy ask. What we struggle to understand is that it is           

really that bad. 
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Cognitive biases 

We’ve looked at some of the tricks used to manipulate us,           

now let’s look at a part of the knowledge underpinning          

their use. We know these tricks play on our existing          

vulnerabilities, but what are those vulnerabilities?      

Obviously there are emotional ones as displayed by the         

leaked Facebook documents which "describe how the       

social network shares psychological insights on young       

people with advertisers”. Psychological insights including      

it’s "capacity to identify when teenagers feel “insecure”,        

“worthless” and “need a confidence boost”. 

 

These are some of the dark insights generated by         

technology that knows us better than we know ourselves,         

but there are more. In the fields of cognitive science,          

social psychology, and behavioural economics these are       

known as cognitive biases. Nobel Prize Winner Daniel        

Kahneman is perhaps the world’s leading authority on        

these psychological events, and calls biases “systematic       

errors” which “recur predictably in particular      

circumstances”. 
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The predictability of that error depending on       

circumstances is what makes it easy for digital services to          

design the circumstances. If the circumstance is designed        

‘correctly’, the error will occur. In his bestselling book         

Thinking, Fast and Slow, Kahneman describes the mind        

as having two systems. “System 1 operates automatically        

and quickly, with little or no effort and no sense of           

voluntary control. System 2 allocates attention to the        

effortful mental activities that demand it, including       

complex computations. The operations of System 2 are        

often associated with the subjective experience of       

agency, choice, and concentration.” 

 

It’s important to note that the “subjective experience of         

agency” may not be agency at all. It’s an important part of            

the sentence. Because you see, System 1 is running the          

show most of the time, System 2 is playing catch-up.          

System 2 requires concentration and hard work.       

Kahneman even explains that the expression to ‘pay        

attention’ is apt because we do ‘pay’ for those efforts.          

Using System 2 is tiring. “The defining feature of System          

2” , he says “is that its operations are effortful, and one of            

its main characteristics is laziness, a reluctance to invest         

more effort than is strictly necessary.” He goes on to say           

that “One of the tasks of System 2 is to overcome the            
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impulses of System 1. In other words, System 2 is in           

charge of self-control.” 

 

It’s precisely this laziness that addictive design exploits.        

The job of addictive design is to work against your System           

2 and allow the impulses of System 1 to run the show. The             

way to do this is by exploiting biases. 

 

So biases are these irrational thought patterns, and there         

is a very long list of them. Our knowledge of our own            

cognitive biases can help us to change our behaviour to          

become far healthier. For example, the ‘bandwagon       

effect’ is a tendency to do things because others do.          

Knowing I’m susceptible to that, allows me to notice it          

earlier and judge whether I should adhere to that norm or           

not. Awareness in of itself should allow me to gain at least            

a tiny bit of objectivity and put me in charge of my own             

life a bit more. Gaining control of our biases is a lifelong            

task and it’s not easy, which is why it’s so easy for            

designers lacking a moral framework or incentivised by        

the profit motive and an advertising-based revenue model        

to take advantage. 

 

As a way of exploring how we might be being          

manipulated by these biases, I’m going to indulge in some          
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creative thinking as to how knowledge of these biases         

might be used by the dark side of the force (I really hope             

this isn’t a real game tech companies play. Please don’t do           

this at home!) 

● Anchoring Bias: "We tend to rely too heavily        

on the first piece of information seen" 

Hypothetical application: Rather than selling you      

an overpriced subscription to my product for $10        

per month, I could make that seem cheap by         

putting a really overpriced $60 per month option        

as the first option on the menu. With $60 as your           

anchor, $10 will seem super cheap so you’ll be         

more likely to buy it.  

● Category Size Bias: "We're more influenced by       

options that are put into a relatively-large       

group.” 

Hypothetical application: Let’s say I want you to        

buy a product. I might give you two options that          

are roughly the same but I’ll dissect the offer         

differently. In the first option I’ll just list one big          

broad product feature and in the second option,        

I’ll list 10 specific qualities of the product. They         

may be the same, but the second sounds awesome         

now with all the green ticks next to its benefits. 
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● Nostalgia Bias: "Thinking about the past makes       

us want to pay more now.” 

Hypothetical application: This is a juicy one       

because playing on heart strings makes people       

give you money. I’ll give a real example here:         

Facebook. They do this with the ‘you’ve been        

friends with [Person X] for 10 years now, here’s         

video of your amazing awesome friendship so       

that you reach out to them, involve a few other          

people in the story and stay around on the site          

for another 10mins and see a few more ads’.  

● Goal Gradient Effect: "Our efforts increase as       

we move closer to a goal” 

Hypothetical application: We fall for this one all        

the time! LinkedIn does it well by saying your         

profile is 90% complete. I’ve never managed to get         

the profile 100% complete but I guess that’s kind         

of the idea. I’ll keep trying though... 

 

The list of these biases goes on. There are hundreds          

including but far from limited to: The Fundamental        

Attribution Error, Social Proof, Negative Social Proof,       

Distinctiveness, Price Relativity, The Primacy Effect,      

Confirmation Bias, Straight Line Instinct, Destiny      

Instinct, The Negativity Instinct, The Urgency Instinct,       
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The Gap Instinct, The Fear Instinct, The Generalization        

Instinct, The Speak-Easy Effect...etc. 

 

The teams designing the technology we’re using are        

familiar with many of them and use them to think in the            

ways that I have above. They do it so you hang around on             

their platforms more, and invite more friends to join who          

also hang around more, so that we see more ads so that            

we give more data so that we see more ads…and repeat           

until our brains explode. The scientific research of our         

cognitive biases is used to make decisions which get us          

‘hooked’ in a vicious cycle of dependency on something         

that we don’t need and that has only existed for about 15            

years. Surely making technology one of the fasted        

adopted drugs in history. 

Thoughts think themselves 

The ease to which this has been done, does beg the           

question: to what degree do we decide what we decide?          

For about 5 years I have practised meditation very         

regularly, and in my measly 500+ hours of studying my          

mind through that practice, I have been lucky enough to          

experience some of the tiniest yet most profound insights.         

Research tells us these tiny moments of insight into the          
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nature of our own minds can become the norm for expert           

practitioners with over 10,000 hours under their belt.        

Whilst trying (often painfully!) to observe the nature and         

characteristics of my own mind, I have come to notice the           

presence of one thing, ‘madness’, and the absence of         

another, ‘choice’. When I manage to sit and successfully         

observe my mind with some degree of clarity, it is clear to            

me that I am not fully in control. Some days my           

experience meditating is an experience of being       

overwhelmed by thought. They come and go and the large          

majority of them are just junk. Many are so weird that if I             

said them out loud, I would be declared as insane. Others           

just make no sense at all: utter drivel. Acknowledging this          

is important. Acknowledging our vulnerabilities is key to        

understanding how to become resilient because we now        

know that our vulnerabilities are known by companies        

and are being exploited. 

 

I’ve realised enough times that my thoughts are        

sufficiently mad to wonder: “Is that me? Am I producing          

these thoughts?”. Well, my answer so far is no. Or at least            

mostly no. There is an expression in mindfulness        

meditation that I love: “Thoughts think themselves”.       

When you sit for enough hours, or if you go on a silent             

meditation, you will notice this. You are not thinking your          
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thoughts. Your thoughts are no more ‘yours’ than the         

sound of the bird tweeting outside is your sound. You          

may even, in a tiny moment of insight - that will no doubt             

vanish as quickly as it arose - see that there is no ‘you’ to              

think your thoughts. But let’s not digress.  

 

In recent years, science has delivered astonishing results        

corroborating many of the long-claimed benefits of the        

mindfulness meditation practice known as Vipassana      

(from the oldest Buddhist lineage called Theravada,       

considered to be about 2,500 years old). One idea that is           

becoming increasingly popular is something evolutionary      

psychologists Robert Wright in his book Why Buddhism        

Is True calls ‘the modular model of the mind’, in other           

words, that “thoughts think themselves”. Basically the       

theory goes, that our brain is made of many connections,          

a particular sequence of connections between particular       

neurons in different parts of the brain is known as a           

module. At all times, there are several active modules that          

are self-organising and essentially fighting for conscious       

attention. Right now as you read this you might also have           

a module telling you to go for a pee, to think of something             

else that some previous sentence has made you think, to          

think about the argument you had recently with a friend,          

and nowadays, a module telling you to check your phone          
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(that last one will most likely become self-fulfilling in a          

matter of minutes, see if you notice the thought arise). I           

don’t decide which modules create which thoughts at all.         

I have exactly zero ability to decide which module gets          

created next. In fact, in his book Free Will , philosopher          

Sam Harris claims that free will is an illusion, he says: “A            

moment or two of serious self-scrutiny, and you might         

observe that you no more decide the next thought you          

think than the next thought I write.” 

 

Ask yourself, is that true? Do you know what you’re about           

to think next any more than my next sentence? 

 

These modules, or thoughts, are creating themselves. My        

current take on this is at my most mindful (which is very            

rare!) I think I am able to notice and then perhaps select            

between a couple of the modules I’m presented with.         

What I’m saying is that the thoughts have already been          

created, and I am at best left to choose between the           

options presented to me. I don’t get to create the options.           

They seem to create themselves. What I notice when I’m          

sitting, is that many of thoughts created in my mind seem           

to follow one particular bias: the famous Availability        

Heuristic. This means that my mind seems to        

disproportionately remember recent events and often      
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then riffs on them in the form of random association. For           

example: If I have recently received a text from my friend           

Rik, it makes me think of my friend Jack who introduced           

us. My friend Jack lives in the Alps, which is where my            

partner and I have spent some really special moments.         

That makes me wonder whether we should go there in          

March for ski season. That makes me look at flights. That           

makes me worry about our financial situation. That        

makes me think about work...etc. 

 

A more dangerous example is that we are likely to          

disproportionately believe terrorism is a huge problem       

(in terms of death rates), when in fact only a relatively           

small number of people die from terrorism in comparison         

to many other problems such as suicide. Why? The media          

attributes disproportionate coverage to even small-scale      

terrorist events. 

 

Kahneman demonstrates this well by saying “If you have         

recently seen or heard the word EAT, you are         

temporarily more likely to complete the word fragment        

SO_P as SOUP than as SOAP. The opposite would         

happen, of course, if you had just seen WASH. We call           

this a priming effect and say that the idea of EAT primes            

the idea of SOUP, and that WASH primes SOAP.” 
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If I saw an advert or a piece of bad news, it’s likely that              

that will play on my mind for a while. This primer will            

trigger a chain reaction of many other related modules         

down the line. Whether we even get to select between the           

modules presented to us is up for debate but what is clear            

here is that we do not decide to the degree that we think             

we decide. Free will is at least a partial illusion and it is             

very clear that through some basic knowledge of        

psychology, our thoughts can be heavily manipulated. I        

view it as follows: at any given moment, we have many           

thoughts bubbling up, this is something we have no         

control over, you do not think your own thoughts. The          

selection of thoughts which bubble up for you to listen to           

is also outside of the control of most people most of the            

time. Only through training or in a really favourable         

mood or context can we have a choice over the selection           

of which bubble to pay attention to. Part of the benefit of            

meditation is in noticing the bubbles and deciding which,         

if any of them, we pay attention to. 

 

I raise these matters of the mind because ultimately, the          

one thing we can all train to have more control over is our             

mind. Through practices, such as mindfulness meditation       

it is possible to (at least partly) rein in our impulsive           
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System 1 thinking. Most of us think we are above the idea            

that an advert or a phone notification could possibly         

intrude and even direct our thoughts and beliefs. This is          

simply not true. Very few of us are in control to anywhere            

near the degree we think we are. It takes only a few            

meditative experiences to see that up close. Knowing that         

you aren’t designing and crafting your thoughts, means        

that you also can see that you are vulnerable to          

manipulation. If you realise how vulnerable you are,        

perhaps you can put some things in place to protect          

yourself. 

 

Try this guided meditation exercise: 

Hold your phone in your hand without turning the         

screen on. Feel the weight of the phone in your hand.           

Notice any thoughts, feelings or light impulses you may         

be starting to feel. Now whilst keeping your attention         

on the sensations in your body and on any thoughts          

that arise, unlock your phone. Again, try to notice what          

is going on. Are any thoughts bubbling up? Perhaps         

you have a strong desire to open a particular app, or           

take a particular action. Perhaps you find your thumb         

wanting to make a particular habitual gesture. Notice        

how you feel. Notice the choices that your mind seems          
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to be presenting you such as opening a particular app.          

Whilst maintaining your focus on your thoughts and        

feelings, take that action. Notice what feelings are        

being triggered. If you opened a messaging service for         

instance, you might have a feeling of hope or         

expectation that somebody has thought of you and got         

in touch with you. Notice those kinds of feelings and          

notice your reaction to them. Did you receive a         

message or not? How does that make you feel? Now          

lock your phone and notice your breath, your feelings,         

your thoughts. Now turn your phone off. How does that          

make you feel? How do you feel compared to the          

beginning of this meditation? 

 

I would assume you feel worse off for having done this,           

but I hope you are better off for having seen the workings            

of your mind and the limit of your control over the           

impulses you seem to be fighting against. Through        

knowing ourselves better, we can reclaim our relationship        

with technology so that it is beneficial to our wellbeing          

and so that we can overcome the loving servitude that          

Aldous Huxley rightly foretold we would succumb to. This         

reminds me that Huxley was also a meditation        

practitioner. In his novel Island, he wrote the part of a           
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parrot who helps humans stay present and mindful by         

randomly screeching “Attention! Here and now!”.      

Perhaps our phones should come with a parrot. 

Concluding on addictive design 

At my most extreme, I don’t really believe our minds are           

strictly ours to begin with. Regardless though, I certainly         

believe they are incredibly susceptible to hacking. This        

explains why Tristan Harris is so firm in his mission to let            

the world know about manipulative design practices by        

the big tech companies, and he's not alone on this          

mission. By his side, are a number of other Silicon Valley           

converts who are fighting against the extent to which         

cognitive psychology is being used today. Justin       

Rosenstein, the engineer who now regrets having       

invented Facebook’s like button, is amongst this band of         

people The Guardian called “refuseniks”. He goes as far         

as to compare Snapchat to heroin. They are, like me, very           

concerned about these design choices and the advertising        

business model that drives them because its impact on         

democracy, freedom and mental health is huge. There is         

no doubt that these choices transformed politics in 2016         

when Donald Trump’s tweets and British politicians’       

behaviour during Brexit got us all sucked into their         
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stories. As we will see later, the impact these choices have           

on our ability to be genuinely informed without        

pre-imposed ideology is huge and it’s important we        

change this so as to not be citizens in ‘dictatorships in           

democracy’s clothing’. The subtle hand of the algorithms        

and designed platforms is invisible to most people,        

extending the perception of free will when in reality we’re          

walking down corridors leading exactly where they want        

us to go. Tristan Harris explains that he became aware "at           

Stanford doing all this that there is no conversation         

about the ethics of persuasion.” He explains that the         

people who studied with him in B.J. Fogg’s Persuasive         

Technology Lab, have become perhaps some of the most         

influential people in the world (no positivity to be         

insinuated). He says that: “Just to ground how impactful         

that cohort was, in my year in that class, in the           

Persuasive Technology Lab, my project partners in that        

class and very close friends of mine, are the founders of           

Instagram. And many other alumni of that year in 2006,          

actually went on to join the executive ranks at many          

companies we know - Linkedin and Facebook when they         

were just getting started - and again, never before in          

history has such a small number of people with this          

toolset influenced how people think every day by        

explicitly using these persuasive techniques." 
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Luckily The Refuseniks, offer us hope. They’re most vocal         

advocates are people like Justin Rosenstein who have an         

honest sense of remorse when it comes to the unintended          

consequences of the things they designed. For example,        

“the designer who created the pull-to-refresh      

mechanism, first used to update Twitter feeds, is Loren         

Brichter, widely admired in the app-building community       

for his sleek and intuitive designs. Now 32, Brichter says          

he never intended the design to be addictive” He says “I           

have two kids now and I regret every minute that I’m           

not paying attention to them because my smartphone        

has sucked me in.” Many of these refuseniks are         

extremely cautious about their use of social media        

particularly, causing The Guardian writer Paul Lewis, to        

wryly quote the famous Biggie Smalls lyric "never get         

high on your own supply”. They are particularly cautious         

when it comes to their children’s use of technology. Even          

Steve Jobs said that his kids didn’t use the iPad and that            

he limited their use of technology. This is because the          

impact on a child’s brain is severe perhaps even formative          

in some ways. In fact, the book cover of Hooked is a            

bright yellow, with an illustrated icon of a human brain,          

with a mouse covering a blue highlighted area at the          

bottom of the brain. It seems to be pointing to a part of             
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the brain known as the temporal lobe, deep inside of          

which you will find the amygdala "which helps us process          

emotions like anger, sadness, and especially fear. It also         

helps store emotional memories for recall.” This is the         

part we are having hacked, and that our children are          

having hacked too. The example of kids is a good extreme           

to take I think because we feel things more strongly when           

they are related to innocent children. You don’t have to          

look far before you see a kid in a restaurant playing a            

game or watching a show on an iPad so that their parents            

can continue to have a conversation without them. Aside         

from the fact we might be teaching some pretty flawed          

implicit lessons there, it’s worth thinking about what this         

might do to a kid’s brain. That such an impressionable          

little thing that we describe in awe and amazement as a           

‘sponge’ is being pulled every which way by games, shows          

and apps designed to maximise attention through similar        

manipulative concepts. I don’t want to come across as an          

old bore by talking about how tech is bad for kids, it has             

some amazing benefits too of course. I’ve heard people         

tell me they learned incredible things playing Minecraft, I         

know of games companies designing games that are        

genuine learning tools, but these aren’t the culprits I'm         

pointing a finger at here. I'm pointing a finger at a society            

that has allowed technology built using design techniques        
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that are ethically akin to the drug or gambling industries,          

to be used by children. And because it acts like a pacifier,            

we reap some short-term benefits (your kid lets you         

continue your conversation in the restaurant) to the        

long-term detriment of psychological health. Perhaps it’s       

comparable to the ancient bad parenting practice of        

mixing in a bit of vodka with the milk to keep them quiet.             

I use such harsh comparisons, partly for effect, for us to           

actually consider the implications without shrugging      

them off. Partly because I think they do hold true, but           

unlike gambling and drugs (including alcohol), we seem        

to not take this one seriously. We seem to brush over it            

far too easily. 

 

It is incredibly worrying that “50% of teens feel addicted          

to their mobile devices” and that “78% of teens check          

their devices at least hourly”. We need to question the          

way platforms used by younger people are designed (for         

instance some games get kids to get a ‘streak’ by playing           

the game everyday, a clear way to get them hooked) and           

even teach our children the underlying mechanics behind        

them. I have seen firsthand that helping a child see ‘why’           

designers design technology the way they do, leads that         

child to a healthier relationship with technology. 
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In short: the design choices of these companies have real          

effects on who we are. If experienced repetitively when         

young whilst our brain is forming, this can shape our          

minds. 
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Media, Information & Shared    

Reality 

Mid-2016, some weird stuff seemed to be going on         

politically, on both sides of the Atlantic. In the U.S,          

candidates were campaigning for the upcoming      

presidential elections where Donald Trump was shaking       

up U.S. politics and getting every headline he could using          

every trick in the book. Meanwhile, the UK was in a weird            

state of frenzy with the country set to reduce the          

complexity of the UK’s membership in the European        

Union to a simplistic and polarising ‘In’ or ‘Out’ vote. 

 

It seemed like politicians were sinking as low as they          

could go, lying, deceiving, insulting, it was almost a         

caricature of politics done badly. But during the elections         

themselves, the worst was invisible, only to really be         

revealed to the world once the results were in. I noticed it            

quite clearly. Because when I woke up on the 24th of June            

2016 to the news that the UK had voted to leave the EU, I              

was surprised, not so much by the decision, but by the           

fact that my Facebook feed in the months that preceded it           

had almost no people promoting the Out vote (I think          
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there were 2 people that’s all). So how was it that based            

on my Facebook feed, almost 100% of the country wanted          

to remain, when in fact 52% of the country wanted to           

leave? The answers have been the topic of international         

attention ever since and one element of this is famously          

called the filter bubble. 

 

What I noticed on my Facebook feed, it turned out wasn’t           

new. The person who coined the term ‘Filter Bubble’, was          

entrepreneur, writer and liberal activist Eli Pariser, who        

noticed this as early as 2011 when his conservative friends          

were no longer appearing on his feed. He said “What it           

turned out was going on was that Facebook was looking          

at which links I clicked on and it was noticing that           

actually I was clicking more on my liberal friends links          

than on my conservative friends links. And without        

consulting me about it, it had edited them out. They          

disappeared.” 

 

The reason behind this, as I’m sure you can guess, is laid            

out in the preceding chapters. Think about it, Facebook         

makes money from data and ads remember. To do that it           

needs to keep you on the site. To do that it gets you             

hooked. Well, it turns out that the best way for Facebook           

to do that is to tell you what you want to hear. By serving              
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you things you already agree with, Facebook can hold         

your attention longer, which means you click on more         

stuff, which means they sell more data and can serve you           

more ads. It’s simple and it exploits one of the basic           

cognitive biases that we’re all guilty of: confirmation bias.         

Confirmation bias "is the tendency to search for [...]         

information [...] that confirms one's preexisting      

beliefs[...]. The effect is stronger for emotionally charged        

issues and for deeply entrenched beliefs.” 

 

This focus on developing machine learning technology       

which exploits our confirmation bias (and various other        

cognitive biases) is what Eli Pariser referred to as a kind           

of ‘race towards personalisation’ and in his words: “this         

moves us very quickly, toward a world in which the          

Internet is showing us what it thinks we want to see but            

not necessarily what we need to see.” And his book Filter           

Bubble shows how even as early as 2011, this had          

pervaded the web in an almost invisible capacity, shaping         

what news we read and ultimately what version of the          

truth we are presented with. In his TED talk ‘Beware          

online “filter bubbles”’, he describes how during the Arab         

Spring he asked two friends to search Google for the term           

‘Egypt’. The results were worrying. One of his friends was          

predictably presented with news of the protests in Tahrir         
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Square, whilst his other friend was given no results         

linking to this huge event. To one person those protests          

weren’t even happening, and so this is shaping our         

politics, our democracy, our very view of the world and          

we’re almost all guilty of it. Pariser gives another example          

of this in his book, saying: 

 

"In the spring of 2010 , while the remains of the           

Deepwater Horizon oil rig were spewing crude oil into         

the Gulf of Mexico, I asked two friends to search for the            

term “ BP.” They’re pretty similar — educated white         

left-leaning women who live in the Northeast. But the         

results they saw were quite different. One of my friends          

saw investment information about BP. The other saw        

news. For one, the first page of results contained links          

about the oil spill; for the other, there was nothing about           

it except for a promotional ad from BP. Even the number           

of results returned by Google differed — about 180         

million results for one friend and 139 million for the          

other. If the results were that different for these two          

progressive East Coast women, imagine how different       

they would be for my friends and, say, an elderly          

Republican in Texas (or, for that matter, a businessman         

in Japan).” 
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Because of the advertising business model (amongst       

other things), companies like Google and Facebook have        

developed powerful algorithms which are designed to       

exploit our psychological gaps. And so in 2016, my         

Facebook feed was filled with people from the UK         

choosing to remain in the European Union, making it         

seem like everybody was voting ‘In’ without truly        

realising that my neighbour’s feed was probably full with         

people voting ‘Out’. Because of the lack of objective         

unbiased analysis given by either the ‘In’ or the ‘Out’          

camp, both of us were uninformed and fell into another          

bias known as the Social Default Bias. This bias is an           

error which means that “when we’re deciding between        

products but aren’t well-informed, observing others’      

choices significantly influences our own decision.” This       

means that when my neighbour and I were empty on          

reliable information and were presented with news feeds        

which give us the perception that all our friends have the           

same gut instinct as us, then we may have copied others           

choices. 

 

So who decided to vote ‘In’? Me? Or the algorithm?          

Seriously. Like most people, I fall prey to the funny fallacy           

whereby ‘most people believe they’re smarter than       

average’ so my instinct tells me I decided what I decided.           
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Having done the research, and taken a moment of         

self-awareness to question myself, I now doubt this. I was          

without doubt influenced by a number of things, and         

particularly by the role of algorithms which made me         

believe that ‘In’ was the right answer. Furthermore, I         

believed in that decision very very strongly at the time,          

which was unusual for me as I hadn’t really held strong           

political opinions in the past. I don’t tend to hold political           

opinions very strongly but on this occasion I was so vocal           

about it, only to feel far more balanced about the decision           

shortly after. Did the never-ending stream of AI selected         

posts and links make me so strong-willed through        

constant confirmation? I’m genuinely open to the idea        

that, in a sense, my brain got hacked and for a short while             

I was engineered into believing something I don’t        

necessarily believe. 

 

The engineering of these beliefs is why Tristan Harris         

refers to the big tech companies as ‘the town planners’.          

The idea is that without knowing, we’re living in a kind of            

digital city, roaming streets we don’t know are there;         

streets that weren’t designed neutrally but rather by huge         

corporations with powerful technology motivated by      

profit and share prices. Maybe in summer 2016 I thought          

I was going about my business, but the invisible city took           
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me left where I might have chosen right. Then maybe it           

got me to quickly grab the paper it chose for me from the             

store it chose for me, on the street corner it chose for me             

and when I ended up at the ballot box maybe I ticked the             

box that it chose for me. 

 

As Eli Pariser said: "the filter bubble is invisible. Most          

viewers of conservative or liberal news sources know        

that they’re going to a station curated to serve a          

particular political viewpoint. But Google’s agenda is       

opaque. Google doesn’t tell you who it thinks you are or           

why it’s showing you the results you’re seeing." 

 

I’m not saying I would have necessarily voted differently,         

I’m just saying I don’t know. I don’t know if I did or didn't              

exercise free will (to the degree that it exists). And I don’t            

know how many other things in my life are like that. I’m            

living in a town I don’t know exists and am being led by             

the invisible hand of the algorithm down streets I didn’t          

know existed, with destinations and decisions along the        

way that I didn’t even know I took, let alone why I took             

them. 
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All this makes the notion of what is true or untrue           

incredibly difficult to get to the bottom of. After all ‘what           

is reality?’, ‘what is true?’ 

Post-Truth & Fake News 

An in-depth conversation about the nature of reality is         

outside the scope of this book, but equally, this is the kind            

of conversation that we should be having with our friends          

over a coffee. So let’s very briefly look at a model Yuval            

Harari proposes, which goes some way to answering the         

question ‘What is reality?’. In Homo-Deus, Harari says        

that people wrongly "assume that there are only two         

types of realities: objective realities and subjective       

realities. In objective reality, things exist independently       

of our beliefs and feelings. Gravity, for example, is an          

objective reality. It existed long before Newton, and it         

affects people who don’t believe in it just as much as it            

affects those who do. Subjective reality, in contrast,        

depends on my personal beliefs and feelings.” According        

to Harari, this is where for most of us, our conception of            

reality ends. He sees a third level of reality which he calls            

“intersubjective reality”. In this category we have things        

that have no objective value in of themselves, like money          

for instance, but so many people give it such strong value           
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that it’s cultural meaning makes it a kind of fact of life.            

It’s value come from that shared belief in the story. 

 

This notion of inter-subjective reality has been an        

important weapon used by propaganda machines for a        

long time. Now, with better technology, those in power         

can re-shape the public’s view of reality with greater         

effect perhaps. When a citizen sees 100s of people on          

their Facebook timeline saying that ‘Trump is destroying        

democracy’ or ‘Trump is Making America Great Again’,        

and that that is repeated over and over again with no           

counter argument or alternative perspective, the      

algorithm is strengthening an inter-subjective reality. 

 

The messy lack of clarity around the truth has made the           

world really weird. Thanks to Twitter, Donald Trump can         

tell the world that his 1st State Of The Union address had            

the highest TV rating of all time, when in fact “according           

to Nielsen, the 45.6 million figure put Trump’s speech         

below audiences obtained by former presidents Barack       

Obama, George W Bush and Bill Clinton.” 

 

This is what led Paul Lewis to write a Guardian article           

entitled "Fiction is outperforming reality': how      

YouTube's algorithm distorts truth” (remember that      
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YouTube is Google owned). In fact, "a Guardian        

investigation has uncovered evidence suggesting     

YouTube’s recommendation algorithm was    

disproportionately prompting users to watch     

pro-Trump and anti-Clinton videos”, specifically finding      

that during the 2016 U.S. campaign race, YouTube’s        

“algorithm recommended speeches by both candidates      

[Clinton & Trump], but 95% of them, were Trump         

videos”. 

 

Now, Youtube has "1.5 billion YouTube users in the         

world, which is more than the number of households         

that own televisions.” Its algorithm which prompts what        

video will auto-play for you next is described by YouTube          

engineers as one of the “largest scale and most         

sophisticated industrial recommendation systems in     

existence”. Whilst Facebook and Twitter were widely       

covered as having had a big impact on politics in 2016           

"YouTube’s algorithms may have been instrumental in       

fuelling disinformation during the 2016 presidential      

election. [...] Zeynep Tufekci, a widely respected       

sociologist and technology critic, tweeted back in       

October. “Its search and recommender algorithms are       

misinformation engines.” 
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As Paul Lewis’s investigation carried on, he met a former          

Google Engineer Guillaume Chaslot, "a 36-year-old      

French computer programmer with a PhD in artificial        

intelligence”. According to Lewis, "Chaslot was fired by        

Google in 2013, ostensibly over performance issues. He        

insists he was let go after agitating for change within the           

company, using his personal time to team up with         

like-minded engineers to propose changes that could       

diversify the content people see.” Guillaume Chaslot       

explained to Lewis that "the priorities YouTube gives its         

algorithms are dangerously skewed.” He went on to say         

that “the recommendation algorithm is not optimising       

for what is truthful, or balanced, or healthy for         

democracy.” He continues by saying that: “Watch time        

was the priority, […] Everything else was considered a         

distraction.” 

 

What Tristan Harris is doing for ethical design, Chaslot is          

now trying to do specifically in demand of transparent         

algorithms, with his website algotransparency.org/. The      

website aims "to inform citizens on the mechanisms        

behind the algorithms that determine and shape our        

access to information.” When I visited the website, I was          

presented with some topics to go look at including Global          

Warming, Evolution vs Creationism, Is The Earth Flat        
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or Round?. When I clicked on each other them, the          

resulting videos were mainly conspiracy theories. I       

learned that actually, the world is 6,000 years old, and          

that it is flat… As per Yuval Harari’s framework, these are           

in objective reality, simply not true. However, if enough         

people see this video, it could well enter the realm of           

‘inter-subjective reality’ to many people. Meaning things       

that are false become true and subsequently our        

decisions, whether in our own lives or at a political level,           

are based on these falsehoods. 

 

The spreading of fake news is, of course, a disaster for           

democracy, but what about the impact of society and         

community? We operate in communities according to       

common stories, and ideally common facts. The level of         

social cohesion looks really different when we all know         

climate change is real, compared to each household        

believing something different. Our ability to organise as a         

community depends on it. We saw in the section on          

addictive design how our individual reality was being        

hacked. Here we see that our collective reality is also          

being hacked. The consequence is a dangerous distortion        

of the world.  
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In short: it is increasingly difficult to build a cohesive          

society that feels ‘together’ because we don’t have        

common information to start a dialogue from. When        

dialogue breaks down, we grow apart. 

Conclusion 

We’re now coming to the end of this short book. I hope it             

has gone some way in asking you to reconsider your          

relationship with technology and particularly with the       

monopolistic tech companies. At the very least, I hope it          

has made some problems that may have felt trivial, feel          

very real. 

 

The internet’s greatest strength is its ability to distribute         

power. It has arguably, in many senses, been a force for           

huge democratisation. However, in its current      

incarnation, massive corporations have used its      

distributed accumulate power financially and politically,      

as well as power over our minds. To conclude, I’d like to            

summarise the logic by which I think this is happening: 

 

1. In order to fulfil the market’s insatiable and        

artificial hunger for growth; 
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2. Tech companies are using business models      

focused on data selling and ad revenue; 

3. A strategy which can only be fulfilled by        

increasing the industry standard metric of ‘Time       

Spent on Site’; 

4. Time Spent On Site, is best increased by getting         

people hooked to devices; 

5. The dangers of these design choices are that: 

a. They can tamper not only with our       

individual behaviours but with our beliefs,      

ultimately changing ‘who we are’; 

b. And can tamper with the common      

information relied upon to create a      

cohesive society. 

6. The result of this is the gradual erosion of         

individual autonomy, which limits our control      

over our own happiness and mental and       

emotional freedom, but also of social cohesion       

because of the degradation of organisational      

models like democracy. 

 

Democracy is in danger for three reasons that I can see: 

1. Democracy itself and even small communities:      

Because without shared reality, it becomes      

difficult to have dialogue (we’ve even seen       
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information fragmentation affect family    

relationships) 

2. A monopoly of power: Because tech-monopolies      

(companies) have power beyond many states. 

3. Individual freedom: Because if our individual      

beliefs are being shaped by these companies then        

democracy isn’t possible. This is the “loving       

servitude” Huxley described, this time brought      

about by capitalist propaganda. 

Some hope 

This book is a rant. And I said I wouldn’t attempt to go             

into the possibilities and opportunities here. At least not         

in any depth. I may attempt to do that another time, as I             

do see systemic opportunities like changes in the types of          

organisations we create. As a placeholder for the        

extensive work needed to do that justice, I will, for now,           

attempt to summarise what I think these avenues may be: 

 

Top-down legislative regulation of design     

practices: 

I think the practices of these big companies ultimately         

require governmental monitoring and reporting. In the       

same way that pharmaceuticals need their drugs certified        
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as safe with a transparent listing of the ingredients         

contained in the drug, I see little reason why this          

shouldn’t be same for software, particularly as there are         

now proven correlations between certain app usage and        

mental illness like depression. Instead of artificial       

chemicals, the software packaging would have natural       

chemicals like dopamine along with the biases used to         

trigger it’s increased levels (e.g. #fomo, fear of missing         

out; increases activity in the amygdala and cortisol        

levels). 

 

Top-down legislative sanctions and regulations of      

tech monopolies: 

This has happened, but not enough. 

 

Distributed democracy: 

For people to choose more directly, more frequently, on         

more local levels about how their communities are        

organised. A model which facilitated by technology is        

scalable and which by design focuses on diversity. This         

would require a huge cultural shift with democracy at the          

centre. Currently democracy is a box you tick every 5          

years, when it should be a part of every day society from            

the local cooperative you work at, to the village cafe you           

go to which hosts discussions, to the town hall events you           
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go to, to how children run their own school and how           

businesses are governed. 

 

Designers Hippocratic Oath: 

This is a suggestion made by Tristan Harris that         

designers should, just like medical practitioners, make a        

promise to not be bad basically. There has been some          

progress in this direction, no doubt thanks to Harris’s         

work such as Apple introducing the Screen Time feature         

to track your smartphone habits. 

 

A Consumer ‘Organic Tech’ Movement: 

A cultural shift towards having consumers care about        

where their tech comes from and how it was made just as            

we have seen a cultural shift around the provenance of          

our food. There are alternatives to Whatsapp, Messenger,        

Gmail, GDocs, GMaps, Uber… But so far the tiny         

discomfort in shifting to alternatives has been too much         

of a perceived loss for people to embrace them. 

 

Fully Distributed Organisations: 

A holistic and fully integrated alternative organisational       

model. One for new generations to build in place of the           

old. This organisation should be the beneficiary of a         

combination of the different distributed organisational      
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practices we’ve seen flourish in small scale or fragmented         

ways. The practices and principles include but are not         

limited to: 

● Cooperative Ownership Models (particularly    

Platform Coops): These were seen to succeed in        

high numbers during the Spanish Civil War and        

have shown great promise in an internet economy        

with models such as ‘an alternative to Uber, but         

owned by the drivers’ as we’ve seen with Green         

Taxi Co-Op for instance in Denver. The creator of         

value is the owner rather than people working        

hard to ultimately make non-value enriching      

agents richer. This would hopefully diminish the       

wage slavery of skilled people that the gig        

economy seems to have worsened. I think there        

could also be promise in the use of cryptocurrency         

for customer-owned platforms as has been      

suggested. 

● Distributed governance models: The particular     

application of this would probably come from the        

effective self-management practices we’ve seen     

succeed like scaled agile and sociocracy. 

● Diversity: As well as distribution, there is a need         

for the second principle of resilience: diversity, to        

increase in organisations in order to provide some        
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resilience against bad ideas and centralised      

power. 

● Pay for value business models: No ads! No data         

sharing! Ask people to pay for something that they         

value. Or at least for part of the audience to pay as            

we’ve seen with some ‘pay if you can’ or ‘pay what           

you want’ models. 

● Education about democracy: It is easy to see why         

we let power get centralised and democracy erode,        

we were almost all brought up in autocracies in         

our classrooms and were never taught the many        

social, organisational and self-awareness methods     

necessary to the prosperity of social groups of any         

size. We were told what to wear, when to pee,          

where to sit and when to speak, this is hardly a           

promising model for the flourishing of human       

potential whether individually or collectively.     

There are amazing things to learn in terms of         

living and coexisting that as adults we could all         

benefit from, and our children would hugely       

benefit from in the future. Somehow, ‘learning to        

live together’ never made it onto the curriculum. 

● Mindfulness meditation: Most of us live life       

without understanding our minds. Learning to      

understand it is the first step in re-claiming the         
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level of manipulation we are susceptible to. This        

could include education about our own biases as a         

form of personal development. 

● Life hacks: Using the same knowledge that is used         

to get us hooked to get us unhooked. Leave your          

phone at home. Don’t allow screens in the        

bedroom. Move your apps around every week to        

confuse yourself. Whatever is needed to trick your        

monkey mind into noticing its own madness. 

 

I’m sure there are many more open doors for exploration.          

None of the solutions above would work alone, some may          

work to some degree when used together. I certainly see          

hope in these areas and will endeavour to give it all more            

thought, to at some point flesh out some of the promising           

possibilities that will help us to build better communities. 

 

But that is for another time. The purpose of this short           

book was to let the problem sink in. I hope that beyond            

the intellectual level it has contributed at best a deep          

realisation, and at least an increased sense of urgency to          

the problem we face. That never before in human history,          

have so few people, from such a small social         

demographic, had so much power, in so many ways, over          

not just the external lives (e.g. money), but the internal          
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lives (i.e. thoughts and feelings) of so many people in so           

many places. A story that requires alternatives in order to          

help our communities, relationships and individual      

freedom and wellbeing prosper. 

 

I hope that thanks to this book, once in a while, you might             

consider leaving your phone at home. 

 

Be happy, 

Jon 

 

~ 

 

For more information, or to get in touch, please visit: 

http://jonbarnes.me 
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